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Abstract

Temporal sequence learning facilitates the near-term prediction of future events, a

skill that is essential in order for intelligent agents to function in a dynamic world.

Agents acting in real-time dynamic environments must anticipate the movement of

other agents/objects to avoid collisions and capture prey, anticipate the consequences

of certain sequences of actions, etc. Classical (Pavlovian) conditioning clearly demon-

strates this basic capability, however the neural mechanisms which mediate it are not

currently understood. Further, contemporary methods in machine learning and neu-

ral modeling either reduce the problem to a simple Markov Decision Problem (in

which state-augmentation is avoided altogether or becomes problematic in terms of

combinatorial state explosion), or employ learning mechanisms that do not reflect

simple human abilities in terms of fast, adaptive learning.

Short term memory is particularly adept at the rapid acquisition of knowledge at the

cost of some level of error and the likely possibility that the validity of the learned

knowledge may be very short. Humans use short term memory to rapidly adapt to

changing environments, retaining the ability to adapt to completely new environmen-

tal conditions. Machines operating autonomously in dynamic or hostile environments

must be designed with similar capabilities.

This work presents a novel short-term-memory-based machine learning model that

exhibits the biologically relevant characteristics of on-line, rapid, adaptable learn-

ing while avoiding the combinatorial state explosion of traditional Markov-based ap-

proaches. The model is based on associative hindsight learning of salient event out-

comes together with the appropriate selection of context that predicts those events.

The model employs an entropy measure of predictive utility to both isolate highly

predictive rules governing the environment and prune away those rules that are not

useful.

Based on the success of this model in both synthetic and game-playing environments,

extensions to basic reinforcement learning models are suggested that provide closer

alignment with established experimental findings in the field of animal learning be-

havior.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The world around us is dynamic. It evolves through the dimension of time and is

continually changing. Agents acting within this world interact in various collabora-

tive and competitive roles while constantly learning, re-learning and adapting their

behavior. Furthermore, the underlying “rules” governing expectations and behavior

often change, sometimes from moment to moment. An individual agent, viewing the

world through its sensory apparatus, experiences the objects and agents interacting

in the world as a complex milieu of spatio-temporal events involving the interac-

tion of a huge number of dynamic and static objects in nearly infinite numbers of

combinations.

An agent interacting with this dynamic world must possess the ability to make short-

term predictions from a limited working memory of recent events, together with a

larger set of learned “rules” regarding the behavior of objects in the world. Navigating

a crowded sidewalk, crossing a busy intersection, or throwing and catching a ball are

all examples of interaction with dynamic collections of objects that require a short-

term prediction of behavior with which to anticipate the action an agent must take.

Individually, the interacting agents and objects exhibit varying degrees of predictabil-

ity, ranging from purely stochastic (the toss of a die, for example) to entirely deter-

mined (the sun appearing on the eastern horizon). Altogether, this environment

presents a daunting, and thus far elusive, challenge to the construction of fully au-

tonomous artificial agents.

Humans however, as well as many other living organisms, have successfully overcome

the di!culties inherent in learning to navigate such a complex environment. As

1



such, the observed learning behavior of animals o"ers a “proof case”, suggesting the

problems are indeed solvable, albeit beyond our present capabilities.

The construction of artificial agents has been limited by, among other things, our lack

of understanding of how behavioral learning is accomplished. Successful behavioral

simulation requires sound theory, and behavioral learning theory remains incomplete.

Our understanding of how “learning” proceeds, and the neurophysiological mecha-

nisms that underlie it remain poorly understood.

A key motivation of this work is the notion that perhaps insights gained from leading

edge research in neuroscience and behavioral learning can be employed to build bet-

ter artificial agents, and conversely that formal understanding of learning problems

gained from the study of artificial machine learning might lead to better understand-

ing of how biological learning “machines” function. Therefore, this work seeks to 1)

extend ideas gained from the study of leading-edge neuroscience and behavioral learn-

ing to the construction of superior artificial learning agents, and 2) additionally apply

the experience gained from that exercise to illuminate theories related to behavioral

learning.

1.1 Anomalies of Human Learning Behavior

It appears axiomatic that agents acting in a dynamic world must learn causal rules

to guide behavior and action selection. For example, to avoid an oncoming vehicle,

we must understand what the vehicle is likely to do in the near future in order to

take appropriate evasive action. But how is causality determined? Humans exhibit

non-optimal idiosyncratic behavior that suggests causal belief is quite di"erent than

true causal association.

Human learning behavior is often perplexing. It is seldom optimal and is fraught

with dramatic failures such as the so-called “gambler’s fallacy” and other examples

of faulty cause-e"ect reasoning. From a machine learning perspective, it initially

seems pointless to pursue an artificial model of a demonstrably faulty learning system.

However, as has already been observed, human learning represents a proof-case in

terms of a learning mechanism(s) that succeeds in the challenging spatio-temporal

environment we call the real-world, where artificial learning mechanisms have largely

proven unsuccessful. Are these idiosyncrasies inherent to the way in which human

beings process information? Are they a “necessary” byproduct of the actual process?

It might be that these oddities and idiosyncrasies can instruct us regarding how

2



an intelligent (artificial) agent could/should be constructed. It seems desirable to

construct a theory of memory and learning that is consistent with the idiosyncratic

learning behavior exhibited by humans, expecting that such an examination may

provide insights into how the cognitive process functions and yield clues regarding

how to build better artificial learning machines.

If we use humans as our behavioral learning model, we observe characteristics that,

taken together, di"erentiate behavioral learning from the majority of machine learning

approaches. For example humans learn while doing, or “on-line”. This is in direct

contrast to many machine learning paradigms that rely on many repetitions of training

examples, or repeated passes through a set of experiential data. In addition, humans

learn rapidly. Given a particularly noxious stimuli such as the shock from a faulty

light switch, strong cause-e"ect learning can take place with as little as a single

example despite overwhelming numbers of prior examples of operating light switches.

In the machine learning world, a learning rate that is capable of learning from a

single example typically leads to over-fitting of the objective function and failure

to generalize. This rapid learning cannot be generally be modeled with gradient

descent methods. Statistical learning methods break down in sparse environments

requiring lots of examples and generally do not consider the non-stationarity of the

environment.

Despite the demonstrably rapid learning rate of human learning in certain circum-

stances, it is extraordinarily adaptive and flexible, able to adapt quickly to processes

with non-stationary behavior such as opponent behavior in competitive games.

Human learning admits to a curious set of anomalies that are generally considered “ir-

rational” according to measures of expectation and utility. For example, consider the

superstitious behavior of a baseball player who, unexpectedly (even to himself) hits a

home run in the bottom of the 9th inning to win a close ball game and subsequently

adopts peculiar dressing habits or other behaviors in an e"ort to reproduce this for-

tunate occurrence. Quite often, baseball players assign credit to unusual events, or

events“out of the norm” such as: “I wore the red socks today instead of the usual blue

ones” or “I had cereal for breakfast instead of my normal eggs and bacon”. Although

these events have no rational connection to hitting home runs, credit is nonetheless

assigned and, in some cases, can be quite persistent. This may be a humorous ex-

ample, but compared with everyday “belief”, superstition appears closer to the norm

than the exception.
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1.2 Goals of this work

It is well beyond the scope of this work to suggest a solution to the learning problem.

The more modest goal presented here is restricted to the sub-problem of predicting the

immediate future given some representation of the recent past. Since there is a time-

lag between sensory perception and action, an essential aspect of behaviorally relevant

learning is predictive in nature. The problem therefore becomes one of predicting the

future state of the sensory apparatus. In essence, this abstracts to a complex spatio-

temporal sequence prediction task in which future events/states must be determined

from some sequence of feature vectors experienced in the past. In its purest form,

this is a sequence prediction task: given some finite memory of recent (or long-range

historical) input patterns, predict some aspect of the future state of the world. The

prediction might represent an expected action on the part of an opponent, the result

of an action taken by the subject agent or simply a representation of the next state

of the world given no action at all.

This work explores novel methods for solving spatio-temporal prediction tasks in-

spired by observations taken from behavioral learning analysis. A specific algorithm

is presented that utilizes a multiple time-scale context learning mechanism together

with a quantitative measure of prediction quality to construct a sequence learning

agent. The agent exhibits many of the characteristics seen in the behavioral do-

main: rapid on-line learning, adaptability to non-stationary environments and robust

prediction.

1.3 Contributions to the field

The present work provides a working hypothesis for learning and memory mechanisms

consistent with many behavioral observations, and describes the computer formula-

tion of a novel algorithm based on this hypothesis that exhibits a number of the

desired characteristics of an on-line adaptive learner. The method is employed to

implement intelligent agents that are capable of interacting in behaviorally relevant

ways:

• Learning while interacting with the environment (on-line)

• Making accurate predictions (given the recent past, what’s about to happen?)

• Determining appropriate perceived states from observations (what salient ’sit-

uation’ am I in?)
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• Adapting to non-stationary domains

This work makes contributions to the disciplines of artificial (machine) and behavioral

learning.

• Contributions to behavioral learning:

– A biologically and behaviorally plausible forward-prediction based model

of decision making based on state-space (cue) quality, that addresses the

issue of salience in terms of predictive quality.

– A biologically plausible reinforcement learning model that is consistent

with the so-called ’Partial Reinforcement Extinction E"ect’ (PREE) in

instrumental conditioning.

• Contributions to machine learning:

– A novel algorithm (ELPH) for time series prediction that e"ectively learns

in sparse environments. The ELPH algorithm exhibits the behaviorally

relevant characteristics of learning on-line, learning rapidly and adapting

quickly. It is hypothesized that only some combination of previous events

will be relevant to a prediction and some events will be irrelevant. Only

di"erent combinations of relevancy are exploited, not all possible values of

the states.

– The use of entropy as the basis for learning dynamic, meaningful (pre-

dictive) state distinctions in a Markov Decision Problem, along with the

notion of a non-deterministc state space.

– A time-independent method for adaptation and learning in non-stationary

stochastic environments.

1.4 Outline of remaining chapters

Chapter 2 discusses the background and motivation that led to the initial formulation

of the pruned hypothesis space algorithm (ELPH) and provides a summary of related

work. Chapter 3 provides a framework for temporal sequence prediction based on

the general idea that learning proceeds in hindsight from a process of continually

hypothesizing predictive ‘rules’ together with an active pruning process that removes

those proving to be qualitatively and quantitatively insu!cient. Chapter 4 introduces

ELPH, a novel algorithm for learning temporal sequences based on the framework
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presented in Chapter 3. Chapter 5 provides results of numerous experimental trials

in which the ELPH algorithm is provided specific synthetically generated data sets

designed to quantify performance under various controlled conditions. An interesting

application of the prediction algorithm is opponent characterization for adversarial

games. In Chapter 6, results from such an application are provided. The primary

game playing domain discussed is that of simple zero-sum matrix games such as

Roshambo, better known as “Rock-Paper-Scissors”. Chapter 7 provides a bridge from

the formally described forward prediction machine learning method to a theory of

behavioral learning that seeks to explain observed behavioral learning anomalies such

as Instrumental Conditioning Extinction in general, and the Partial Reinforcement

Extinction E"ect (PREE) in particular. The discourse concludes in Chapter 8 with

a summary and description of future directions that this work might take.
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Chapter 2

Background and Motivation

2.1 The challenge of interacting with the real world

The construction of artificial agents that seamlessly interact with the physical world

around us remains an elusive goal in the machine learning and robotics communities.

At the same time, our understanding of the physiological mechanisms underlying the

complex learning behaviors observed in animals and humans is incomplete and not

well understood.

In many ways, the physical world presents daunting challenges for any learning agent.

The environment presents a large collection of independent organisms acting in both

cooperative and competive roles, continuously changing their behavior. The domain

itself presents numerous stochastic processes with varying degrees of predictability,

possessing both stationary and non-stationary characteristics. Few objects in the

world exist in a stationary state. Nearly everything is constantly acting and changing

through the dimension of time.

A successful learning agent acting in the physical world must also learn while directly

interacting with elements of the environment. The luxury of multiple “trial runs” is

generally not a"orded. In addition, the agent must learn very quickly yet retain the

ability to generalize and adapt.

It is likely that a practical model of intelligence must ultimately address and overcome

these same real-world challenges that humans and animals encounter. Although con-

structing autonomous learning agents that function seamlessly in this environment is

beyond our present capabilities, humans and nonhuman animals represent the proof-
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case that the challenges are solvable. If we can better understand the mechanisms

that give rise to the complex behavioral learning abilities that humans (and other

animals) exhibit, perhaps we can ultimately construct artificial agents that mimic

human performance.

A behaviorally relevant learner must:

1. Learn on-line. It must learn while experiencing and acting in the world in which

it resides.

2. Be both an active and passive learner. Active in the sense of learning what

actions are appropriate in certain situations. Passive in the sense of learning to

predict what various elements of the world (including other agents) do without

intervention.

3. Learn quickly to avoid costly/threatening mistakes.

4. Adapt quickly when “rules” change or when held beliefs prove to be invalid,

but not so quickly that false-negative experiences invalidate sound concepts.

5. Learn to separate meaningful observations in the world from irrelevant ones

when learning cause-e"ect of actions.

2.2 Motivation

This work is largely motivated by the quest to construct superior artificial learning

agents based on biologically tractable learning theories. That quest is driven by the

belief that a better understanding of human and animal learning behavior will lead

directly to more robust artificial models. Consistent with this primary motivation,

three specific goals have guided the on-going research reported in this thesis:

• Provide an improved theoretical basis for learning that is consistent with ob-

served behavioral phenomena and biological constraints.

• Construction of working (abstract) models of functional learning behavior.

• Focus on behaviorally relevant artificial models dealing specifically with the

problem of time-series prediction.
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2.3 Learning and human behavior

Although people successfully learn and interact with the complex physical world,

humans often exhibit non-optimal and irrational behaviors such as superstition, the

gambler’s fallacy, inconsistent value judgments, etc. The challenge from the machine

learning community is, “why model sub-optimal learning performance when the goal

is to construct superior learning agents?” In reply, it is relevant to understand whether

or not these non-optimal behaviors are “failures” of the learning system, or natural

byproducts of a system that is required to handle the paradoxical demands of both

learning/adapting quickly while retaining the ability to generalize and avoid constant

re-learning. How does one separate the ability to learn fast from the problematic

aspect of overfitting an objective function? It is possible that anomalous human

behaviors provide important keys to how the underlying mechanism works.

A number of human learning characteristics are generally inconsistent with many

contemporary machine learning approaches. A complete study is beyond the scope

of this work, however several of these characteristics were instrumental in guiding the

approaches outlined in later chapters.

2.3.1 The predictive nature of learning

Humans and animals are constantly forming and re-forming predictive models of the

world. Consider the example of grammatical perception for the following sentence:

“the first book ends with a surprise, but I don’t know how the second book . . . ”

It is likely that most readers will have already predicted the word “ends”. This clearly

demonstrates that the human brain is forming on-going, sequential prediction of short-

term expectations. This predictive-expectation characteristic of speech processing

also enables on-the-fly correction of pronunciation, spelling and grammatical errors.

“Just think how that mgiht wrok”.

A similar phenomenon exists in music perception. If one hears the first few bars of a

familiar tune and is then provided a note which is not part of the tune, subjects are

quickly able to discern the “out of place” pitch. In each of these cases, an expectation

is formed in real-time that leads to a reaction when that expectation is somehow

violated.

Ivan Pavlov demonstrated the predictive association of an artificial cue with an innate

reflexive response in animals in his early classical conditioning experiments [Pavlov,
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1927].

2.3.2 Humans learn fast

Humans and nonhuman animals are capable of forming predictive or causal associ-

ations following a single event. For example, human cardiac patients that receive

inappropriate (false positive) electrical shocks from an implanted defibrillator (ICD)

often form a strong conditioned fear response that is resistant to extinction ther-

apy [Sears et al., 2001, Sears and Conti, 2003, Urizar et al., 2004]. The ICD shock

is quite severe and unpleasant, resulting in the identification of a presumed causal

factor which will be avoided in the future.

The mechanism(s) that underlie this phenomenon are not well understood, but hu-

mans are able to learn with a surprisingly small number of examples.

2.3.3 Humans adapt quickly

In spite of a multitude of positive examples, humans are quickly able to adjust to

a new set of rules when the environment is changed. Consider what happens when

a driver, trained in the United States, operates a motor vehicle in London. Very

quickly, the understanding of driving on the opposite side of the road is learned and

manifested in behavior despite years of prior driving experience.

2.3.4 Humans exhibit sub-optimal idiosyncrasies

In addition to the remarkable learning capabilities of rapid, adaptive learning, humans

often exhibit non-optimal and irrational behavior such as superstition and the so-

called gambler’s fallacy.

Superstition involves the inappropriate causal association of non-causal factors fol-

lowing some significant event. A baseball player happens to have his hat on sideways

when a game-winning home run is hit, and from that point on will continue to move

his hat sideways to reproduce the event. Skinner observed this e"ect in pigeons dur-

ing operant conditioning experiments in which reward was provided randomly and

independent of any action [Skinner, 1948]. The pigeons would associate some partic-

ular (unrelated) action and continue the presumed causal action in attempt to obtain

reward.

The illusion of control is often seen in problem gamblers [Langer and Roth, 1975,
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Custer, 1984, Wagenaar, 1988]. Similar to superstition, it involves the belief that the

gambler can somehow control a random process through some action such as blowing

on the dice.

Collectively, observed human behavior suggests that the innate learning mechanism

forms associations nearly immediately following some salient event. The ICD fear-

conditioning and superstition behaviors suggest that these associations are formed in

hindsight and that the identified context is considered predictive for the salient event.

2.4 Inspiration from Neuroscience

Huettel et al. [Huettel et al., 2002] report a human fMRI study of pattern recogni-

tion/prediction demonstrating that short-term memory is used to constantly recognize

predictable temporal patterns in the environment. The study further suggests that

this learning occurs rapidly, following as few as two examples.

The published study measured activity of pre-frontal cortex in response to the pre-

sentation of regular (repeating) patterns occurring naturally in long random event

sequences. The subjects’ hemodynamic response was temporally correlated with pat-

tern “violations”. The behavioral reponse time was also measured and correlated with

both “continuations” and “violations” of repeated (predictable) patterns of increasing

length.

In the Huettel, et al. experiment, human subjects were shown long pseudo-randomly

generated Bernoulli sequences consisting of images of circles and squares. The sub-

jects were asked to identify which class the displayed object belonged to (circle vs.

square). As each sequence was presented, the fMRI BOLD signal from pre-frontal cor-

tex was recorded and temporally correlated with the displayed symbols. The subjects

were told that the sequences were random.

Long, pseudo-random binary strings naturally contain short sequences of apparently

non-random events, such as continuous runs of circles, or runs of alternating circles

and squares. Huettel, et al. observed an increase in pre-frontal cortical activity cor-

related temporally with the occurrence of a pattern violation (ie. circle following a

string of squares, etc.) and further, that the level of activity was strongly, positively

correlated with the length of the non-random sequence immediately preceding the

pattern violation. This e"ect was observed for sequential runs as small as length

2, implying that the predictive mechanism responsible for the recognition of pattern
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violation responds and adapts very quickly, with few examples. The patterns inves-

tigated by Huettel, et al. were covered by order-1(repeating sequence) and order-2

(alternating sequence) Markov chains.

The results of this study can be summarized as follows:

• Regions of human pre-frontal cortex appear to be involved in forming subcon-

scious predictive models in “real-time” based on purely local context (short-term

memory)

• The authors claim, “recognition of patterns is an obligatory, dynamic process

that includes the extraction of local structure from even random sequences”

• Short-term learning is adaptable to changing patterns

• Short-term learning is rapid, requiring few examples

This study again suggests that human learning is essentially predictive and occurs at

short time frames. Increased neural activity appears to occur when learned expecta-

tions are violated, even when the ‘expectations’ are very recently established. Taken

together, these results support the idea of hindsight activity undertaken following a

salient event such as the violation of an expected outcome.

2.5 Inspiration from Computational Neural Modeling

In two published papers, Hopfield and Brody [Hopfield and Brody, 2000, 2001] de-

scribe a biologically plausible Artificial Neural Network (ANN) model for speaker-

independent recognition of single syllable utterances. The model takes advantage of

convergent neuron firing rates from a spatial map to uniquely identify and associate

the spatio-temporal sequence of cochlear neuron firings with spoken digits( “zero”,

“one” . . . “ten”). The model displays robust performance with respect to speaker inde-

pendence and time-warp following a very limited training set. The method employed

utilizes a fully-connected network in which coincident neuron firing rates represent

the existence of specific events from a temporal sequence.

In the Hopfield/Brody model, discrete “events” are represented by the immediate

onset of neural spike production, followed by a linear decay in the firing rate. The

elapsed time since the triggering event is implicitly encoded in the characteristic decay

in spike rate following the transient stimulus. When the firing rates from two or more
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neurons coincide, the resulting transient synchronization of spike rates encodes a

unique temporal sequence of the several events. In this model, the specific sequence

is recognized as a single syllable word.

As an abstraction, the synchronized firing-rate points identify discrete event sequences

and the Hopfield/Brody model is equivalent to a classifier over unique sequences of

discrete events. It associates specific event/time sequences with the classification of

a specific digit. On further analysis, the Hopfield/Brody model is a form of temporal

pattern match in which the coincident firing-rate points represent specific subsets of

the larger set of possible temporal patterns. More importantly, “don’t care” com-

binations, in which certain events are not considered in the temporal sequence, are

simply represented by the absence of a synaptic connection.

This model suggests that a sort of pattern-recognition approach can be built from

a simple biological model. The drawback to the Hopfield/Brody model is that the

connections are fixed. What is learned are the transient synchronization points that

represent specific sequences.

The Hopfield-Brody model of spatio-temporal sequence recognition can be reduced

to categorizing permutations of events and associating them with “concepts” and

“outcomes”.

2.6 Inspiration from Artificial Machine Learning

A number of artificial machine learning models influenced the ideas presented in this

thesis work. The subset presented in this section represents the key thoughts that

inspired the creation of the entropy-based learner described in subsequent chapters.

2.6.1 Elman Networks

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) were conceived with biological fidelity in mind

and represent a connected network of abstract “neurons”. A primary concern with

connectionist systems is how to represent time and time-ordered events. A common

solution is to represent time by encoding temporal events spatially. In other words,

an input vector is used in which vector elements represent time; the most recent

temporal event (time = t) is assigned to vector position 1, the t-1 event assigned to

vector position 2, t-2 assigned to location 3, and so on. Although this is a simple

approach, it lacks biological plausibility. It requires the biological analog of a shift
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register or bu"er in which events are serially stored prior to processing by the network.

Such a structure seems unlikely based on current understanding of the nervous system.

Elman Networks are artificial neural networks designed to process temporal input [El-

man, 1990, 1993, Bates and Elman, 1993, Cholewo and Zurada, 1997, Rodrigues et al.,

1999]. Elman proposed that time could be represented in a neural network by the

e"ect it has on processing [Elman, 1990]. In other words, the system would have

dynamic properties that uniquely respond to temporal sequences (i.e. memory) and

yield unique states for di"ering input sequences.

The Elman Net is a simple neural network extension that employs recurrent connec-

tions between a hidden layer and an added context input layer to provide a temporal

memory of past input. In e"ect, the proposed model learns sequences based on their

arrival in time. This is accomplished by repeatedly taking the output of a hidden

layer(s) and feeding that output back into the network along with the new input.

Over time, the network evolves continuous-valued states that are functions of previ-

ous states, and thus any individual state will uniquely represent the arrival sequence

of the various inputs. The standard Elman Network is trained using backpropagation

methods to recognize sequences of events and predict events in the learned sequence.

The Elman Network model is fairly simple and demonstrates the ability to learn

complex sequences and make predictions of future events based on past experience.

Furthermore, the recurrent connection approach is biologically plausible, making it an

intriguing model for further exploration. Botvinick and Plaut [Botvinick and Plaut,

2003] successfully employed an Elman network to learn everyday tasks such as making

co"ee.

However, the Elman network employs supervised learning to learn sequential tasks

which is biologically questionable. In addition, Elman networks utilize the same

backpropagation learning rule widely employed in the majority of contemporary con-

nectionist models, which rules out applications requiring rapid, on-line learning.

A larger drawback is in how “memory” is treated in this model. It behaves much

like an infinite impulse response filter in that the memory of past events is always

present (in a discounted form) in the context layer of the network, therefore rapid

adaptability to novel sequences is also problematic. This also makes it di!cult for

such a model to explicitly identify a single element which occurred two seconds ago,

for example. Identifying discontinuous temporal elements is not possible with this
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approach.

2.6.2 John Andreae associative context model

The work of John Andreae was an important inspiration [Andreae, 1977, Andreae

et al., 1993, Andreae, 1998]. His Purr-puss model (Purposeful Unprimed Real-world

Robot with Predictors Using Short Segments) is a model for an artificial robot intelli-

gence that makes use of discrete sensory sequences within specific contexts to predict

and take subsequent action. Andreae’s model utilizes several context schemas, or

templates, each of which forms a unique view or “window” of the input stream. Each

of these context schemas are analyzed in parallel and the individual predictions are

submitted to an arbitration mechanism that chooses a single action from the plural-

ity of schema predictions. Andreae’s model is particularly interesting in that it has

demonstrated remarkable computational capabilities including the ability to learn to

count as well as the simulation of a Turing Machine [Andreae et al., 1993].

The principal di!culty with the Andreae model lies in the fact that there is no sug-

gestion regarding how the specific contexts are learned (or chosen). They are simply

provided as extant mechanisms without further justification. It is straightforward to

see how the specific contexts operate, but it is much more di!cult to determine how,

or why, specific schemas have been chosen from the infinite set of possibilities. A

larger problem appears to be learning the appropriate context information on the fly,

along with the sequence associations.

The pruned hypothesis space method presented here is similar to the Purr-puss model

in that independent context schemas can all be processed in parallel, however it di"ers

from the Andreae work in that the specific contexts are learned on-the-fly from the

input data, along with the outcomes.

2.6.3 Shannon work

Shannon’s ground-breaking work in information theory forms a key element of the

pruned hypothesis space algorithm presented in the remaining chapters of this the-

sis [Shannon, 1948]. Shannon entropy is a measure of the uncertainty of any particu-

lar outcome in a probability distribution. Maximal entropy occurs when the possible

outcomes in a probability distribution are uniformly distributed, whereas minimal (0)

entropy occurs when all the probability density is assigned to a single outcome. As

discussed in later chapters, this measure can be exploited to determine the predictive
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quality of a context conditioned outcome hypothesis.

Shannon also produced a less cited paper describing a “matching-pennies” game play-

ing program [Shannon, 1953]. This program utilizes a simple Markov-based learning

approach to guess the next play of the opponent. The pruned hypothesis space

algorithm described in subsequent chapters of this thesis can be viewed as a more so-

phisticated version of Shannon’s approach. The pruned hypothesis approach extends

Shannon’s ideas by employing a “fractional” Markov order together with a prun-

ing capability to isolate specific contextual situations in which outcomes are highly

predictable.

2.6.4 Version Spaces

Mitchell introduced the idea of a version space with his work on concept learning

[Mitchell, 1977, 1979, 1997]. The Candidate-Elimination algorithm utilizes a space

consisting of all possible hypotheses that are consistent with the supplied training

examples to any point in time. If the training data is consistent, the version space will

shrink as only those hypotheses remaining consistent with the examples are isolated

in the version space. All inconsistent hypotheses are removed.

The algorithm presented in this thesis utilizes the idea of a “hypothesis space” or

HSpace in a similar fashion. However, rather than isolating concepts consistent with

training data, the HSpace is used to retain (context,outcome) associations that prove

to be reliably predictive.

2.7 A Survey of Related Work

There are surprisingly few machine learning methods that model the paradoxical

performance of human learning. Whereas evidence from human performance shows

that learning can be fast and done on-line with a relatively few examples, many

machine learning methods fail to address the issue of rapid learning and adaptation

in highly dynamic environments.

Reinforcement Learning models are inspired by operant conditioning experiments on

animals, but generally rely on predetermined state definitions and have di!culty

adapting to non-stationary environments. Supervised Learning methods rely on hun-

dreds or thousands of training runs, a luxury seldom a"orded a behavioral learner

operating in the physical world. Data mining methods do not learn on-line and uti-
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lize numerous passes through what is essentially an unbounded “memory”. Purely

statistical methods also do not generally handle non-stationary domains well. Gradi-

ent descent methods require very large training examples, cannot support “one-shot”

learning phenomena and perform poorly in discontinuous environments.

This section provides a brief survey of machine learning work that is relevant to the

task of serial sequence prediction.

2.7.1 Statistical models

Purely statistical models (clustering techniques, Support Vector Machines, Principal

Components Analysis, Independent Components Analysis, and the like) generally are

not applied to temporal problems. When they are applied to these problems, the

temporal sequence is typically forced into a spatial representation (time-bu"er) prior

to analysis. These methods do not operate on-line or in real-time, and generally

rely on an assumption of a fixed underlying statistical distribution. Therefore, they

are not well-suited to environments in which the underlying statistical structure is

nonstationary.

One exception is the recent report of an on-line SVM learning approach used to

predict air quality parameters [Wang et al., 2008]. This model employs an iterative

on-line approach to SVM update, however it is not clear that it addresses the issue

of adaptation in non-stationary domains.

2.7.2 Artificial Neural Networks

The majority of existing ANN models employ gradient descent learning procedures

and therefore require many training examples. In addition, few ANN models address

the issue of temporal dynamics, electing to treat the input spatially. Exceptions

to this include recurrent neural nets such as Jordan and Elman networks discussed

above. In addition to not being biologically plausible, the back-propagation learning

methods employed in most ANNs do not model the behavioral requirement of “rapid”

learning. This also leads to di!culties when faced with the need for rapid adaptation.

2.7.3 General Markov Learners

Markov models have been employed with some success in the temporal domain of

speech processing, and are at the core of reinforcement learning methods, however as
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has been discussed elsewhere, Markov models su"er from an explosion in the state

space when augmentation exceeds short sequences.

The pruned hypothesis space method outlined in this thesis is most closely related

to pure Markov models, but presents a novel method for handling the state-space

explosion problem. The proposed algorithm can be viewed as a method to learn a

sparse approximation of an order-n Markov process via pruning and parameter tying.

2.7.4 Reinforcement Learning Models.

Reinforcement learning methods are thoroughly reviewed by Sutton and Barto [Sutton

and Barto, 1998]. In general, reinforcement learning methods rely heavily on pre-

determination of the state space. The work by McCallum is a particular exception.

Although these methods have proven highly successful in certain problem domains,

the pre-determination of the state space is problematic for all but the simplest of

problems.

As has been noted, for Markov-based methods, the size of the state space grows

exponentially with the number of observed variables. In addition, if a poor choice

is made regarding the definition of “state”, the necessary state distinctions may not

be present for appropriate learning. As a simple example, consider the problem of

tracking a moving object through 2-dimensional space using only a camera image of

the object on a moment by moment basis. If the state space is naively defined over the

possible positions of the object (each state corresponds to a unique discrete position

in 2D space), the notion of velocity cannot be determined. Given only the object’s

current position (state), the successor state can only be determined statistically, given

past motion experience. If, however, more context is provided (the prior position, for

example) in the definition of state, we have now augmented the state definition to

represent velocity and can more accurately predict the successor “state” in terms of

position. How is one to know, a priori, that “velocity” is the appropriate state-variable

and not “position”?

It is not clear that “states” are predetermined in animal/human learners. The notion

of “state” is an abstract notion, useful to describe discernable, meaningful points

in time a posteriori. It seems more likely that learning occurs over the space of

observations, with state distinctions formed on-the-fly. Based on classical and operant

conditioning experiments, clearly the notion of “reinforcement learning” is biologically

sound, however the larger problem of determining hidden state (if such states actually
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exist) from observations is the larger problem.

The solution of the temporal credit-assignment problem as provided by Temporal Dif-

ference and Q-learning methods is also problematic from a human behavioral point

of view. These methods hold that the “value” of a particular state is directly propor-

tional to the time-discounted value of expected future reward. The “closer” in time

a particular state is to a reward producing state, the higher the assigned value. This

method does not account for superstitious behaviors, in which the entire credit for a

positive or negative outcome can be assigned to an event completely unrelated to the

outcome and quite distant in time.

The novel method presented in this thesis does not conflict with reinforcement learn-

ing methods and can be used to extend Q-learning methods as described in subsequent

chapters. Rather, it is focused on the problem of determining appropriate state mod-

els based on actual learning from observations rather than pre-determination, and

could be incorporated into a standard reinforcement learning framework.

2.7.5 McCallum work

The problem of determining appropriate state representations with a Reinforcement

Learning model was explored by McCallum [McCallum, 1996]. His PhD thesis de-

scribes a variant of Reinforcement Learning in which states are dynamically deter-

mined according to a utile distinction test [McCallum, 1996]. Using his definition of

“utile”, if too much noise is present in the observations (many meaningless observa-

tions, not relevant to the task), then only those observations that are relevant to the

present task are selected. This is referred to as “selective perception”. If, on the other

hand, too little sensory input is available, then the input is contextually augmented

to provide distinctive state information.

The important contribution of this thesis is the notion that state distinctions are

only introduced when needed. These distinctions are based on statistical methods

that distinguish states based on di"erences in predicted reward, and merges states

that do not provide such distinction.

Another important contribution is McCallum’s idea of Nearest Sequence Memory, a

method for instance-based learning of state granularity. He states, “The application

of instance-based learning to short-term memory for state identification is driven by

the important insight that learning in continuous spaces and learning with hidden
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state share a crucial feature: they both begin learning without knowing the final

granularity of the agent’s state space. ... (learning in sequence space) learns which

perceptions can be represented uniformly because they uniquely identify a course of

action without the need for memory, and which perceptions must be divided among

many states (each with their own detailed history to distinguish them from other

perceptually aliased world states).” [McCallum, 1996] page 58. Nearest Sequence

Memory actually is a variant of the k-nearest neighbor clustering technique applied

to sequences in n-dimensional trajectory space.

McCallum’s work introduces the notion of “on-the-fly” determination of state, which

the pruned hypothesis space method introduced here also attempts to solve. However,

McCallum’s method for determining the significance of state distinction is based on

a utility measure, whereas the method proposed in this document utilizes a “quality

of prediction” measure.

This is an important distinction. McCallum’s utile distinction is directly influenced

by expected future reward, a key feature of existing reinforcement learning algorithms.

However, human behavior would suggest that credit-assignment is not always directly

related to utility. Humans exhibit superstitious behavior, in which credit appears to

be assigned (rightly or wrongly) to novel observations in otherwise typical routines.

This is more consistent with a predictive method that can distinguish novel events

from routine (expected) events.

This thesis expands McCallum’s work, using a novel method for establishing state

distinction.

2.7.6 Saul/Jordan Mixed Memory Markov Models

Lawrence Saul and Michael Jordan have proposed a method for handling the state-

space explosion problem when confronted with high-order Markov chain models in

which the high-order Markov chain is represented as a sum of lower dimensional

(simpler) transition matrices [Saul and Jordan, 1999]. Using this method, the O(nk+1)

transition matrix for an order-k Markov model with n states is represented as a

sum of n $ n transition matrices, yielding space complexity of O(kn2), a significant

improvement . In the mixture approach, n-gram probabilities p(ot|ot!1 . . . ot!n) are

formed via additive combinations of 2-gram components.

Learning in mixture models requires the iterative EM method to solve a credit assign-
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ment problem between the 2-gram probabilities and the mixture parameters which

makes it problematic for on-line learning. The novel learning algorithm introduced

in this thesis does not employ an iterative algorithm at each step.

2.7.7 Variable Length Markov Models

Other approaches to learning sparse representations of Markov processes include vari-

able memory length Markov models (VLMMs) [Guyon and Pereira, 1995, Ron et al.,

1996, Singer, 1997, Bengio et al., 1997].

VLMMs are quite similar in their use of a variable length segment of the input stream

to make predictions. However, VLMMs use a tree-structure on the inputs, predictions

are made via mixtures of trees, and learning is based on agglomeration rather than

pruning.

2.7.8 On-line compositional hierarchy learning

Pfleger describes an on-line learner that builds hierarchical compositions from low-

level data [Pfleger, 2002, 2004]. Similar to the work described in this thesis, Pfleger’s

approach is on-line and unsupervised. He also employs a pruning method to restrict

unbounded growth of seldom repeated patterns.

There are several di"erences between Pfleger’s composition learning agent and the

pruned hypothesis space described in this work. The compositional agent identifies

predictive patterns through a frequency measure rather than a predictive quality

measure. Furthermore, since frequency is a long-term measure, there is no ability

for the compositional agent to adapt to non-stationary changes in the underlying

generating process statistics. Pruning based on frequency rather than prediction

quality eliminates highly predictive, but seldom observed associations.

By learning frequent patterns, Pfleger’s compositional approach views “prediction”

as the next naturally occurring symbol in the (variable-length) pattern. The explicit

association of context and outcome is not made, therefore “outcomes” and sequential

symbols are confounded.

A related approach uses multiple linear prediction tasks together with a technique that

provides a single prediction from the average of the individual linear sub-predictors

[Amit et al., 2008].
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2.7.9 WoLF: Win or Learn Fast

WoLF (Win Or Learn Fast) is learner that applies a variable learning rate to gradient

ascent over a space of game theoretic policies, adjusting the learning rate depending

on when a specific policy is winning or losing[Bowling and Veloso, 2002, Bowling,

2003]. The WoLF principle is to learn quickly when losing and more cautiously when

winning. Bowling provides an optimality proof for WoLF over the space of fixed

policies.

However the WoLF method is a member of the broader class of gradient descent learn-

ers that are theoretically tractable, but don’t learn on-line or handle non-stationary

policy spaces. These methods do not exhibit the rapid learning and on-line adapt-

ability required in modeling human behavior.

In contrast to this work, the game playing agent introduced in this thesis work and

described in later chapters completely ignores fixed policies or whether it is winning

or losing.

2.7.10 N-gram Learning Methods

N -gram learning approaches have been studied extensively in the area of natural lan-

guage processing [Manning and Schütze, 1999]. However much of this work assumes

the underlying generative process is stationary. By introducing the notion of on-line

pruning based on n-gram prediction quality, the algorithm introduced in this thesis

retains the rapid learning of standard n-gram methods, while achieving the ability to

adapt in non-stationary environments.

2.7.11 IPAM Algorithm

The IPAM algorithm [Davidson and Hirsh, 1998] is used to predict user actions from

past history by counting action pairs and ranking them by simple probability of

occurrence. This approach employs a strict Markov assumption whereby the previous

user action is used to select the predicted element of the most likely pair.

The algorithm introduced here does not make a strict Markov assumption, and con-

siders the certainty of prediction rather than the maximum likelihood probability.
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2.7.12 ONISI Algorithm

The ONISI algorithm [Gorniak and Poole, 2000] predicts user actions from past his-

tory, learning a (possibly) stochastic policy on-line using current history to make

predictions. It measures the degree of match of the current state with previous states

using a linear combination of match length and match frequency. The action with the

longest match value is chosen as the prediction, making the assumption that longer

patterns better describe the state of the system.

In contrast, the pruned hypothesis space approach uses all possible combinations of

recent history to construct causal hypotheses, then selects the one with demonstrated

superior predictive performance.

2.7.13 Partial Pattern Matching

Partial pattern matching methods such as TDAG [Laird and Saul, 1994], PPM [Cleary

and Teahan, 1997] and Context Trees [Dekel et al., 2009]are similar to the pruned

hypothesis approach in that they construct models for predicting the next symbol by

building a potentially unbounded hierarchy of related contexts, use counts to estimate

prediction probabilities, and can be trained online, but di"er in that no provision is

made for the non-homogeneity of the process. In particular, they essentially work by

memorizing all the training data but maintain e!ciency by pruning according to a

sequence compression criterion. Because data is kept for all time, a long exposure

to a locally stationary process will swamp the counts and destroy the adaptability of

the models.

2.8 Summary

The construction of artificial learning agents capable of interacting with the physical

world around us remains a challenge. The physical world demands agents that learn

while interacting with their environment (on-line), learn quickly yet retain the ability

to generalize in the long run, and also rapidly adapt to the changing behaviors of

other agents and the non-stationary nature of the domain.

As resistant as these problems have been to machine modeling, humans stand as a

“proof-case” that they are solvable. Yet human learning and behavior are notoriously

plagued with apparently irrational and idiosyncratic characteristics that appear to be

at odds with an ideal learner.
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This work rests on the proposal that these anomalous behaviors are the natural

byproduct of a biological learning process that is demonstrably able to deal with the

complex learning problems posed by the physical world. The result is a learning

“system” that is not necessarily optimal, but is maximal in the sense of being the

best adapted system. Apparently irrational behaviors such as superstitious belief are

considered the necessary byproduct of the ability to learn very quickly at the expense

of some accuracy.

We begin with a statement of learning principles derived from both experimental and

anecdotal observations of animal learning behavior and develop a spatio-temporal

sequence learning algorithm based on these principles. The overall hypothesis is that,

collectively, these characteristics will provide emergent learning characteristics more

consistent with human and nonhuman animals.
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Chapter 3

A Prediction Learning Framework

The previous chapter outlined a number of animal learning anomalies that prove dif-

ficult to replicate using existing machine learning methods. The question remains as

to whether these apparent anomalies are actually natural byproducts of the biological

learning apparatus. Animals must learn quickly while interacting with their domain,

and seldom have the benefit of numerous trial runs. Additionally, cause-e"ect beliefs

must be both rapidly established and subsequently modified when the “rules” change.

Human anomalies such as superstitious behavior, the gamblers fallacy, etc. may be

necessary characteristics of a learning mechanism that must “get it right” quickly,

yet be adaptive and general.

In this chapter, the basic argument is made that animal/human learning behavior

is essentially predictive in nature. A framework in which memory is used to form

associations between temporal (sub)strings of observations and outcomes is developed

which will prove valuable in constructing a more realistic behavioral learning model.

This framework is based largely on the notion that non-predictive information is

not useful to organisms operating in temporal domains and that e"ective sequence

learning depends on isolating the predictive salient information in the environment.

3.1 Temporal sequence learning as forward prediction.

Learning in a dynamic temporal domain is basically a prediction problem. Given the

past, what is about to happen? Given a set of actions, which one will produce some

desired outcome? Given knowledge about the state of the world, what is about to

happen?
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Rodolpho Llinas argues that prediction is the ultimate function of the brain:

“The capacity to predict the outcome of future events –critical to successful

movements– is, most likely, the ultimate and most common of all global

brain functions.” [Llinas, 2001]

Bialek, et. al further suggest that the only useful information provided by sensory

information is that which is predictive:

“. . . generally, we gather sensory information not for its own sake but in

the hope that this information will guide our actions . . .But acting takes

time, and sense data can guide us only to the extent that those data inform

us about the state of the world at the time of our actions, so the only

components of the incoming data that have a chance of being useful are

those that are predictive. Put bluntly, non-predictive information is useless

to the organism, and it therefore makes sense to isolate the predictive

information.” [Bialek et al., 2001]

To at least a limited distance we must be able to interact with the world as it will be

rather than as it is or has been. However, we have no basis for establishing how the

world will be other than our experience with the past.

The role of a learning agent is to isolate predictive or causal spatio-temporal ele-

ments from the environment and link outcomes (both positive and negative) to these

elements. Agents accomplish this by using memory to establish causal/predictive

associations between spatio-temporal observations and outcomes.

As intelligent agents, humans perceive the world in terms of sensory apparatus: sight,

hearing, touch, taste and smell, as well as proprioceptive capabilities. If each sensory

input to the central nervous system is considered a single dimension in a multi-

dimensional sensory space, then perception of the world around us can be abstractly

considered a temporally ordered stream of feature vectors spanning the space of sen-

sory inputs. Following this idea, we can model perceptual awareness of the observed

world as a trajectory through this sensory space. In essence, the brain must process

a spatio-temporal sequence of constantly changing and evolving input which, in the

discrete case, takes the form of a time-ordered sequence of observations.
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Given this abstraction, the problem of learning and acting reduces to that of serial

sequence prediction: given some representation of the past, predict the future of the

trajectory and act accordingly.

Operating in temporal domains requires taking appropriate action to alter the fu-

ture evolution of this spatio-temporal observation trajectory. Actions are taken to

avoid undesired consequences, or conversely to bring about desired ones based on

experience-based expectations of the future. Learning in these domains is an ongoing

process of correcting these forward predictive expectations.

Structural similarity and temporal repeatability in the spatio-temporal environment

is essential for predictive learning. As Bialek, et al point out, non-predictive infor-

mation is largely useless to an organism. Some aspect of the observation trajectory

must repeat in order to make predictions. If the environment unfolds in a uniformly

random fashion, no meaningful interaction can take place. For example, if the result

of every possible action an organism might make results in unpredictable results, it

is impossible to learn associations between actions and outcomes. Similarly, if the

physical motion of an object is entirely uncertain, there is no way to interact with it.

It is the largely predictable outcomes of our actions and the predictable behavior of

other objects in the physical world that makes dynamic interaction with that world

possible.

In many respects, the primary goal of a learning agent interacting in a dynamic

environment is to isolate the predictive elements of the environment and exploit them

for personal gain.

3.2 Elements of a forward prediction framework

This research rests on the fundamental thesis that complex sequence learning behavior

emerges from a simple framework of learning “rules”, and that in combination these

rules can be employed in a model that better approaches observed behavioral learning

characteristics. The following collection of learning principles are presented, and

subsequently used to construct such a model.

1. Memory

2. Learning from observations

3. Learning in hindsight
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4. Simultaneously learning context and outcomes

5. Isolating reliable context" outcome production rules

6. Abandoning non-predictive associations

7. Adapting in non-stationary domains

8. Context sensitivity and multi-order Markov states

3.2.1 Memory

Perhaps the most fundamental element of any learning framework is memory. With-

out some form of memory, there is no basis for understanding present similarity to

past situations, and therefore no ability to learn or improve one’s performance relative

to past experience.

Human memory is comprised of both long and short-term components. The explicit

role of each is not completely understood, however the occurrence of short term

amnesia following traumatic injury suggests that short-term memory is separate from

longer term memory. It further suggests that some sort of memory consolidation takes

place, retaining some elements of the recent past in long-term memory and forgetting

others.

At a neurophysiological level, memory is believed to be associative in nature, following

the discovery of NMDA receptor mediated long-term synaptic potentiation [Kandel

et al., 2000, Dudai, 1989].

At a behavioral level, short-term or working human memory is limited and finite.

Miller’s classical experiments into the nature of short term memory measured the

‘digit span’, or the number of randomly selected digits that could be reliably recalled

by human subjects. These experiments suggested that working memory is limited to

7 ± 2 discrete elements or “chunks” [Miller, 1956]. More recent work suggests that

“Miller’s Law” is more nuanced. The span of working memory is a"ected by the size

and complexity of the chunks as well as cognitive time-span, and may actually be

limited to 4 discrete elements [Cowan, 2001, 2005, Schweickert and Boru", 1986].

Taken together, these findings suggest that dynamic learning agents do not have

access to large short-term memory resources and must rely on limited short-term

stores for moment-to-moment actions. They also suggest that the primary function

of memory is the formulation of temporal event associations.
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Agents that learn “on the fly” must be able to make predictions of near-future events

based on the observation of immediately preceding event sequences, together with

some statistical memory of the likelihood of future events based on past experience.

Short-term memory tracks recent sensory observations and appears particularly adept

at rapidly acquiring knowledge at the cost of some level of error, and the likely possi-

bility that the validity of the learned knowledge may be very short. Humans appear

to use short term memory to rapidly adapt to changing environments, retaining the

ability to adapt to completely new environmental conditions.

The first framework principle is that dynamic learners use memory to form temporal

associations between cause" e!ect and context" outcome. These are each predictive

in nature. These predictive associations, or ‘rules’, are retained in long-term memory

but applied to what is going on ‘in the moment’, i.e. short term memory. Rule

activation at a neurophysiological level occurs when events in the recent past trigger

predictive rules for events in the near term future.

The tacit assumption is that by using a short term memory model, the future state

can be predicted based on the very recent past.

3.2.2 Learning from observations

The second framework principle is that organisms learn over the space of sensory

observations rather than world ‘states’.

The sensory apparatus provides perceptual observations, which are assumed to be

derived from discrete states. A significant challenge for a behavioral learner is the

determination of which observations are significant to the determination of state.

In the case of artificial learning agents, this problem is often approached by equat-

ing the context with the ‘world state’ and then proceeding to learn the relationship

between outcomes and various actions given the state. This is exemplified in the

Q-learning approach to Reinforcement Learning [Sutton and Barto, 1998] in which

the state-space is provided a priori and learning proceeds to discover the expected

value of reward over the (state,action) pairs through an extensive exploratory phase.

Note that the successful solution to many reinforcement learning problems depends

entirely on the clever selection of a state space appropriate to the problem domain.

Dynamic organisms do not have access to the state space. The relationships between
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similar situations and outcomes, or various actions and their e"ects must be derived

from sensory observation. Observations may, or may not reflect a specific state. Some

observations are critical in determining future events, while others are completely

irrelevant. Determining the collection of salient observations which form the proper

contextual basis for prediction is a key problem.

3.2.3 Learning in hindsight

Operant conditioning experiments with animals suggest that learning occurs in hind-

sight. A salient event occurs such as the appearance of food or an aversive stimulus

and the animal comes to associate some aspect of their recent behavior with the event

that has just occurred. If the presumed action has a true causal relationship to the

reward experience, it will be reinforced when repeated, however the initial association

is formed in hindsight following the unanticipated event. Even if the presumed action

is non-causal, superstitious behaviors often emerge when non-causal salient actions

are associated with a high reward outcome [Skinner, 1948]. This phenomenon is ob-

served in human superstitious cause-e"ect linkages and can be quite persistent when

the “reward” is a highly aversive noxious event such as the experience of electrical

shock.

The alternate hypothesis is that learning proceeds with foresight. Given a partic-

ular state, the agent deliberately chooses a specific action, noting the outcome and

establishing some probabilistic measure to the results over time. Foresight cannot

account for the passive learning that occurs while simply observing the behaviors of

other agents and objects in the domain, and does not explain the curious superstitious

behavior of Skinner’s pigeons.

3.2.4 Simultaneously learning context and outcomes

Assuming some level of hedonic motivation, it is logical that an animal will desire the

repetition of rewarding outcomes and avoid aversive ones in the future. In order to

repeat or avoid certain events, the agent first needs to ascertain what observations

and actions in the recent past might have directly led to, or caused the significant

event that has just occurred in the present. This requires some form of memory in

which the actions and observations of the recent past can be recalled and used to

form a causal association. Causal associations take the form

p ( outcome | (action, context ))
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This rule expresses the belief that the specified outcome will occur given the action

taken within the appropriate context. Following Cox, we assign a probability to this

belief that expresses our certainty in the outcome [Cox, 1946]. This belief can be

acquired through many mechanisms such as language (the agent is “told” that the

outcome will result from taking action in context), experience (the relationships are

learned though experiential interaction with the environment), or even (in the case

of humans) a superstitious imagination.

The certainty of outcome is based on both the action and the context in which it is

taken. As previously observed, the specific context is not provided beforehand, it must

be deciphered from the observation stream presented to the learning agent. The agent

must therefore learn both the probability of the outcome given the (action,context)

as well as the most appropriate definition of “context” that insures the maximum

certainty of outcome.

Again, this behavior is observed anecdotally in human superstition in which perceived

causality is linked to non-causal actions. When the belief is violated, humans often

augment the contextual definition in order to retain the causality of the action. So

perhaps the “home run occurs when the blue socks are worn, but only on Fridays”.

3.2.5 Isolating reliable context" outcome production rules

Given a choice between two actions that each lead to a single desirable outcome, it

is reasonable to assume the one with higher certainty should be selected. Similarly,

taking action with highly uncertain outcome is not useful to an organism interacting

in the physical world. Ultimately, causal assumptions must be constantly revised in

order to isolate those (action,context) tuples that provide highly certain e"ects that

the organism can rely on. In essence animals are cause seeking agents interacting

with a stochastic world.

The simple principle is that the learning agent must, over time, isolate those (ac-

tion,context)" outcome rules that provide highly certain outcomes.

3.2.6 Abandoning non-predictive associations

Uncertain (action,context)" outcome rules are of little value for agents acting in the

physical world, and useless in the case of uniformly unpredictable rules.

After a single experience, a causal belief may be established. This is observed in the
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one-shot learning that occurs with highly aversive stimuli. However, as experience

with the domain increases, repeating the action in the same context will result in

di"ering outcomes. In this case, the rule takes the form

pdf ( outcome1 , outcome2 , . . . , outcomen | (action, context ))

in which the results of taking the action can be expressed as a probability distribution.

High uniformity in this distribution is an indication that the results of taking the

(action,context) are uncertain and not reliable. Generally, rules that do not exhibit

high utility for providing future predictions are not valuable and should be discarded.

3.2.7 Adapting in non-stationary domains

Significant challenges are presented when trying to learn causal rules in non-stationary

domains such as that presented by the physical world. When should causal beliefs be

abandoned and new beliefs formed? When is the failure of existing beliefs anomalous

and when does it represent a shift in the nature of things? From the instrumental

learning/extinction literature, we observe several interesting anomalies:

• There is a natural reluctance to abandon currently held beliefs too quickly.

• The number of counter examples necessary to cause abandonment of a currently

held belief is not the same as the number of positive examples experienced

historically.

• Abandonment of beliefs is not a process of “unlearning”.

Together, this suggests that the probability of an outcome given (action,context) is

not purely a frequency measure based on total historical experience.

The framework principle is that adaptation in the face of non-stationarity must be

addressed by a process of continuously learning, rejecting and relearning associative

rules.

3.2.8 Context sensitivity and Multi-order Markov states

Considering the problem of learning over a sequence of observations, the predictions

may be context sensitive and no longer considered strictly Markov. The learning
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agent is confronted with the issue of determining the meaningful context, or salient

collection of observations from recent memory.

If statistical predictability is possible (i.e. some feature exists in the landscape), then

an appropriate context (or ‘state’) can be defined over some collection of observations

that will yield a Markov Decision Problem through a process of state augmentation.

By combining multiple observations into single states, we can once again establish

the Markov Property.

Note that any time series can be considered Markov over some order n. Consider the

trivial case in which we combine all observations since t0 into a single state. Since

there is now only a single state, the succeeding state must, by definition, be solely

determined by this single state.

This trivial example serves to illustrate the fundamental di!culty with state aug-

mentation using increasing orders of Markov dependency: the number of states in

the transition matrix grows exponentially with the order of the chain. Along with

this exponential growth in the state space is a corresponding increase in the number of

training examples required to learn the transition probabilities due to the sparseness

of the transition matrix.

Consider the following situation in which a learning agent using a Markov model

assumption encounters the following sequence of events (for simplicity, events are in-

dicated by a single capital case letter):

A B A C A B A C A ?

If a state is defined as the occurrence of a single event (order-1), then the model, pre-

sented with the given sequence up to the final event ’A’ should predict the subsequent

occurrence of the event ’B’ or ’C’ with equal probability. If we arbitrate with the flip

of a coin, we can expect no better than 50% success at predicting the succeeding

event. However, this is clearly not what a human observer would immediately induce

from the same sequence. A human observer recognizes that the alternation of events

B and C occur with regularity and are completely predictable. If we simply augment

our definition of ’state’ to include the 2 preceding events (order-2 Markov chain), we

have increased the number of possible states from 3 (A, B, or C) to 9, but now we

have a model that can accurately sort out the context and learn that (C,A) predicts

B with P (1) and (B,A) predicts C with P (1).
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Similarly, the following sequence is problematic for a ’fixed’ order-2 Markov model:

B B A C B B A C B B A B A B B A ?

In this case, B-A predicts ’C’ with P (.67) and predicts ’B’ with P (.33). However, if

we extend our definition of state to three events (order-3 Markov), then the sequence

B-B-A predicts ’C’ with P (1).

Increasing the order of the Markov chain is a common method for augmenting the

definition of state in order to uncover predictable relationships in temporal sequences,

however the drawback to this approach lies in the combinatorial explosion in the state

space. The state space grows as the number of possible event types taken to the power

of the Markov order and is clearly prohibitive from a memory perspective. In addi-

tion, if we consider the case in which some specific event is entirely predicted by a

single event which occurs, say, 3 time-steps in the past, the order-3 Markov chain will

require a large number of training samples to detect this specific relationship (owing

to the fact that the 2 intervening events will be drawn from a largely random pool).

For example, consider the following sequence:

A B C A B B A B C A C B A C C ?

This sequence is more subtle, however it is quickly seen that the event ’A’ occurs

in every fourth time-slot. Following the final two events in the sequence, the order-

2 Markov chain will be unable to predict any event because the sequence C-C is

novel. However, the human observer is able to quickly deduce the more abstract

notion that a particular event is occurring on every 4th event time. Given adequate

experience, such that all novelty is removed, the agent employing the order-2 Markov

chain will ultimately ”learn” that ’A’ occurs following every possible combination of

the intervening events, however an agent operating in a highly dynamic environment

must learn much more quickly with limited experience.

These examples illustrate the notion that appropriate selection of the Markov order

can isolate context patterns that enable more predictive associations. However, fixing

the Markov order at any one particular size will not be adequate for a wide spectrum

of generating processes. The order of context selection from the observation stream

must be flexible and ‘multi’ order.
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3.3 Summary

A collection of simple principles have been suggested that will be used to guide the

construction of a behaviorally relevant on-line learning agent. In summary, these

principles highlight the importance of the hindsight creation and maintenance of

highly reliable context" outcome associations, as well as simultaneous learning of

outcome probabilities and appropriate salient context from observations.
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Chapter 4

An Entropy-based Prediction

Learning Algorithm

In this chapter, a novel algorithm is presented that utilizes the predictive learning

framework discussed in the prior chapter [Jensen et al., 2005a,b]. The algorithm re-

flects a behaviorally relevant on-line, space/time e!cient machine learning mechanism

that learns to predict temporal sequences from limited examples. The algorithm adap-

tively computes fractional-order Markov state representations and associates highly

predictive outcomes with those representations. It is based on the idea of creating and

maintaining a large space of causal hypotheses in real-time, then utilizing a measure

of the predictive e"ectiveness of each individual hypothesis to both prune away those

that lack predictive value and to rank the remaining hypotheses.

The causal rule “hypotheses” are represented by probability distributions of the form

pdf(X|observations), where pdf(X) is a context conditioned distribution of observed

outcomes following some collection of observations which collectively form the context

that predicts an outcome in the set.

The entropy of this distribution is an inverse measure of the “certainty” of the context

rule prediction. Low entropy distributions imply highly certain, and therefore highly

predictable, outcomes, whereas high entropy distributions are poor predictors.

The algorithm exploits the notion that poor predictors are largely useless and there-

fore can be actively pruned without sacrificing overall system performance. Over

time, the rules remaining in the rule-space are those that have a history of providing

reliable predictions. One positive side-e"ect of the pruning/ranking approach is that
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the algorithm is capable of adapting to non-stationary processes without making a

priori assumptions as to the temporal characteristics of process change.

For the remainder of this chapter, two simplifying assumptions are made without loss

of generality:

1. For the moment, we consider only the passive learning scenario in which the

agent’s actions are not part of the observation space.

2. Time, observations and events are all discrete quantities.

4.1 An entropy-based approach to learning predictions.

If individual discrete observations are denoted as oi and a set of observations as

{o1, o2, . . . , on}, then we can represent the belief in what has caused some event Ej

as a simple conditional probability:

p(Ej|{o1, o2, . . . , on})

Following convention, we refer to the observation set {o1, o2, . . . , on} as the condition-

ing context.

The discrete observations, oi could be states, some filtered subset of a larger (discrete)

space, or simply identifiable observations at an abstract level.

In a Bayesian sense, this probability measures the degree of belief in the causal as-

sociation. If our belief is certain, for example the e"ect of gravity when we drop an

object, then this probability is 1. Assuming relatively few events occur with absolute

certainty, the range of values for a belief would be expected to fall short of 1, however,

the notion of a causal relationship implies high probability.

If we assume that the individual observations are states from some larger state-space,

and further assume the Markov property on state (observation) transitions, then the

causal association simplifies to:

p(Ej|o)

in which o is simply the observation that occurs immediately preceding the event

Ej. This is the general approach underlying several popular Reinforcement Learning

algorithms. However, note there are numerous observations that have occurred prior
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to the event Ej. The singular observation immediately preceding Ej may have no

bearing on the issue whatsoever. It might be the observation that occurred two time

steps prior to Ej that is relevant, or some combination of observations at various

times in the past. This leads directly to the problem of selecting the appropriate

conditioning context given a set of observations.

Assuming we have a set of observations, {o1, o2, . . . , on}, then one approach (actually

an exhaustive approach for the discrete case) is to take the power set, or set of all

possible subsets of the observations, as possible conditioning contexts for the event,

Ej and then select the most appropriate one using some ranking criterion. It is safe

to ignore the empty subset (assuming that nothing ever causes anything) and we have

2n # 1 possible candidates for the conditioning context:

p(Ej|o1)

p(Ej|o2)
...

p(Ej|on)

p(Ej|o1, o2)

p(Ej|o1, o3)
...

p(Ej|o1, on)
...

p(Ej|o1, o2, . . . , on)

The notion of associating historical conditioning context in hindsight following the

occurrence of some salient event was provided as a key element of the predictive

learning framework described earlier. Formed in hindsight, each of these conditional

probabilities represents the hypothesis that a salient event, Ej occurs as a direct result

of the specific observations contained in the associated context.

Over time, some subsets of specific observations may become associated with more

than one event, Ej. In other words, the events E1 and E2 may both be associated with

identical sets of conditioning observations. We can group these as a single hypothesis

in the form of a conditional histogram over the events that have been observed to

follow the specific conditioning context:

pdf(Ej % {E1, E2, . . . , Em} |Oi % 2O})
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The collection of all such hypotheses, learned over time, represents a causal hypothesis

space or HSpace. Each hypothesis in this space represents a discrete probability

distribution of the specific events that have been preceded by an identical subset of

observations.

What remains to be explored is a method for selecting the most appropriate hypothe-

sis given a specific set of observations, as well as some way to control the combinatorial

explosion of this space.

Each hypothesis in the HSpace represents a discrete probability distribution over

expected events given some specific context. In other words, each hypothesis expresses

the belief that one or more of the events in the distribution will occur given a specific

subset of observations. The Shannon entropy [Shannon, 1948] of this distribution

provides a measure of its uncertainty. Lower entropy indicates increasing certainty in

the event prediction given the context.

The Shannon entropy for the event histogram associated with a given observation

subset is given by,

H = #
!!

j=1

p(Ej | Oi) log2 (p(Ej | Oi))

where % is number of discrete events in the distribution.

The entropy measure provides a straightforward mechanism for ranking the various

hypotheses associated with a set of observations. Given a specific collection of obser-

vations, those hypotheses that have lower entropy reflect higher certainty in terms of

historical prediction, and should be chosen over higher entropy hypotheses for making

predictions.

Entropy also provides a useful mechanism to control the combinatorial growth of the

HSpace. Since uncertain causal “rules” are not useful to an organism, only those that

provide reasonably accurate predictions hold utility. This suggests that we can simply

discard, or prune those hypotheses whose Shannon entropy exceeds some predefined

threshold from the HSpace.

The pruning process both restrains growth of the HSpace and provides an additional

benefit. If some change occurs in the causal structure of the outside environment, old

“rules” that were consistent in the past will become inconsistent going forward. In

time, these rules will exceed the pruning threshold and be discarded, replaced by new

rules that prove predictive with respect to the new structure. This non-stationary
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adaptation capability is a direct result of the entropy-based pruning process.

4.2 Serial prediction and the ELPH algorithm.

The serial prediction task can be considered a subset of the more general cause-e"ect

learning problem in which every observation is a salient event in its own right. In

other words, Ej is the observation at the present time, denoted as ot, and the possible

set of conditioning contexts are drawn from those observations immediately preceding

ot in discrete time. We denote successively older observations as, ot!1, ot!2, . . . , ot!n.

Given some sequence of observations, a prediction of the next element in the sequence

then takes the form:

p(ot+1|ot, ot!1, . . . , ot!n)

As in the general case described above, this probability expresses the belief that the

observation ot+1 will occur given the conditioning context of the recent observations

including ot.

“Learning” the sequence consists of repeatedly associating the observed event ot with

the context, ot!1, ot!2, . . . , ot!n.

“Predicting” the expected next element in the sequence is simply accomplished by

choosing the event with maximum probability from the histogram of events associated

with the conditioning context.

By taking the approach of simultaneously considering all possible combinations of

recent observations as hypothetical conditioning contexts, and restricting the obser-

vation set to a tractable size, a novel on-line learning algorithm can be constructed

that observes and learns temporal sequences. This algorithm associates every obser-

vation, ot with each element of the power-set formed from a set of recent observations

and, when asked to provide a prediction of the expected observation, ot+1, uses a

selection criterion to choose the “best” or “most likely” from the stored database of

historically observed hypotheses. The proposed algorithm employs an actively pruned

hypothesis space that is able to sort out highly predictive patterns regardless of the

Markov order and do so with relatively few examples. It accomplishes this by em-

ploying the Shannon entropy measure to quantify and rank the predictive quality of

each candidate hypothesis. The algorithm is referred to as ELPH, an acronym which
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stands for “Entropy Learning Pruned Hypothesis space”. Unlike augmented order-n

Markov chain methods, in which learning occurs over a space of uniform n-grams,

ELPH learns over a space of hypotheses on-line and in real-time.

ELPH exhibits the ability to both rapidly learn predictive sequences and quickly

adapt to non-stationarity in the underlying process statistics. In a very general sense,

the strategy is to intentionally over-fit the observations and subsequently discard

non-predictive and/or inconsistent hypotheses in real-time. ELPH avoids some of

the pitfalls of existing methods such as the need for long training sequences and

uncontrollable combinatorial explosion.

ELPH operates in discrete time steps, making a single observation of the input se-

quence at each step (ot). Using the current observation, ELPH performs three distinct

operations:

1. Learning (in which causal or predictive associations are formed)

2. Pruning (in which HSpace growth is managed)

3. Predicting (in which the next observation is predicted)

Since ELPH is an on-line algorithm, these three phases are executed at each discrete

time step, resulting in both learning from the current situation and predicting the next

(expected) observation. In each subsequent time step, the observation,ot+1, becomes

the current observation, ot and the process repeats indefinitely.

4.2.1 Learning

ELPH begins by learning the predictive relationships between members of some input

stream of observations. The basic goal of the learning phase is to construct a collection

of predictive hypotheses, given a current observation ot together with a limited history

of recent observations {ot!1, ot!2, . . . , ot!n}. These hypotheses are maintained in a

large associative memory of hypotheses learned over earlier time steps referred to as

the hypothesis space, or HSpace.

At each time step, the next element of the serial observation stream is obtained and

ELPH begins by formulating predictive hypotheses for the most recent event (in this

case, a single observation). The predictive hypotheses are formed by associating all
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possible combinations of recent observations with the current observation, ot. All of

the resulting hypotheses are then added to the hypothesis space (HSpace):

{ot!1} " ot

{ot!2} " ot

...

{ot!4, ot!6} " ot

...

{ot!1, ot!2, . . . , ot!7} " ot

The implementation of ELPH is conceptually straightforward and employs two key

data structures. The first is a short-term memory (STM) of recent observations,

organized as a 7-element first-in first-out queue. The second is a large associative

memory in which the HSpace is maintained.

The contents of the STM consist of the 7 most recent observations, ot!1, ot!2, . . . , ot!7.

This structure contains the observation set from which we construct the complete set

of hypothetical conditioning contexts as a power-set of the seven observations. Since

there are 2n elements in any power-set of n elements, at each time-step we formu-

late 128 possible conditioning contexts from the specific observations in short-term

memory. One of those is the empty set and is disregarded, leaving 127 candidates.

The initial version of ELPH restricts the STM to the most recent 7 observations.

This number is motivated by both the practical need to restrict the size of the power

set, and long standing psychophysical evidence suggesting the maximum number of

objects humans can consciously attend to at any given time is given by 7± 2 [Miller,

1956]. At the end of the learning phase, the short-term memory is updated, discarding

the oldest observation and adding the most recent.

Each hypothesis in the HSpace consists of a discrete conditional histogram of obser-

vations together with an associated conditioning context. Every conditioning context

generated from the 7-element STM is used as a key to index a large associative mem-

ory of hypotheses. Each hypothesis in the HSpace contains the conditional histogram

(frequency distribution) of those observations that have immediately followed the

specific conditioning context during previous time intervals:

p(x % {observed outcomes} | conditioning context)
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At every time step, each of the 127 unique conditioning contexts are formed from all

possible combinations of the specific observations in the STM. Each is used, in turn,

as a key to interrogate the HSpace associative memory and the current observation,

ot, is added to the associated histogram subject to the following rules:

1. If no hypothesis exists in the HSpace for this context, create a new histogram

with a single element, ot, and an event count of 1.

2. If the hypothesis already resides in the HSpace and the observed event ot is found

in the associated histogram, then the proposed hypothesis is consistent with

past observations and the event frequency corresponding to ot is incremented.

3. If the hypothesis already resides in the HSpace but the observed event ot is

not found in the associated histogram, the novel observation is added to the

prediction-set with an event frequency of 1.

As this process continues, the HSpace memory is filled with hypotheses describing

outcomes that immediately follow each context in the observation stream. Given a

limited history, this is an exhaustive, discrete set of all possible such associations.

Each time step requires 127 associative memory look-up operations and can easily be

accomplished in real time.

It is important to stress that ELPH is forming associations between all combinations

of observation context and a set of outcomes that have immediately followed the

context. The set takes the form of a discrete probability distribution.

4.2.2 Pruning

At each time step, 127 hypotheses are constructed and added to the hypothesis space.

If allowed to grow unbounded, the size of the HSpace will become computationally

intractable. This combinatorial explosion in the growth of the HSpace is controlled

through a process of active pruning. Since we are only interested in those hypotheses

that provide high-quality or reliable prediction, inconsistent hypotheses (those with

many outcomes for a specific context) can be safely removed without losing predictive

information.

Recall that each hypothesis represents a histogram of the probability distribution over

those events that have followed the specified pattern of observations. The Shannon

entropy of this distribution is a measure of the uncertainty in that outcome distribu-
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tion and is an inverse quantitative measure of the prediction made by the associated

context.

As a practical implementation matter, the histogram is maintained as a set of %

tuples, one for each of the % events predicted by the hypothesis,

{(o1, c1), (o2, c2), . . . , (o! , c!)}

where ci is the count of the number of times that oi immediately followed this hy-

pothesis’ conditioning context. The Shannon entropy is then computed simply as the

sum,

H = #
!!

i=1

ci

ctot
log2

"
ci

ctot

#

where ctot is the sum of all the individual event counts,

ctot =
!!

i=1

ci

If a specific hypothesis is associated with a single, consistent prediction, the entropy

measure for that distribution will be zero, indicating minimal entropy and maximum

“certainty”.

If a specific context is associated with a number of conflicting predictions (multiple

outcomes), then the distribution entropy will be high. In this sense, the “quality” of

the prediction represented by a specific hypothesis is inversely related to the entropy

measure of its outcome distribution. High entropy indicates poor predictive quality,

and low entropy indicates consistently accurate prediction.

An inconsistent hypothesis is one in which the entropy measure over the outcome

distribution exceeds a predetermined threshold Hthresh. In other words, when the

entropy measure of the predictions associated with a specific hypothesis is high, it

fails the “predict with high certainty” test and is no longer considered to be a reliable

predictor of future events. As each new observation is experienced and recorded in

the STM, new hypotheses are added to the HSpace and re-evaluated in terms of the

maximum entropy threshold, Hthresh. Those hypotheses that exceed the threshold

are simply removed from the HSpace and discarded.

It is this pruning behavior which bounds the growth in the hypothesis space. Over

time, only those hypotheses deemed accurate predictors with high certainty are re-
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tained. All others are eventually removed. What eventually remains in the HSpace

are hypotheses that have been observed to be highly reliable, along with a number of

hypotheses with limited support (those that have been seen only once or twice).

Since the goal of ELPH is to learn highly predictive associations between context

and outcomes, discarding those that are not predictive has little negative impact on

performance.

As a positive side-e"ect, entropy threshold pruning also facilitates rapid adaptation

in non-stationary environments. The initial predictive association is learned from the

first exemplar. When the underlying generative process statistics change, the resul-

tant increase in outcome distribution entropy causes old hypotheses to be removed

and replaced by low-entropy hypotheses rapidly learned following the change.

Statistical structure in the observation space leads to e!cient pruning: if the tempo-

ral stream of observations is truly random, resulting in the inability to predict future

events, then ELPH will continually prune and add new hypotheses (i.e. thrash). How-

ever, most interesting domains possess regularities that ELPH e!ciently exploits.

4.2.3 Predicting

During the final phase of each time step, ELPH uses the updated context (which

now includes the observation previously identified as ot) as a conditioning context

to predict the expected outcome at ot+1. Using entropy as a qualitative prediction

measure provides a mechanism to infer future events from the current observation

history.

After some learning experience, the hypotheses which remain in the HSpace are gen-

erally high-quality predictors of future events and can be used to perform serial pre-

diction tasks. These predictions are made by considering all hypotheses consistent

with the current contents of STM and choosing the ”most likely” hypothesis.

Again, an entropy measure over the outcome distribution can be used as a qualitative

prediction measure. Lower entropy implies “better” prediction. To make a prediction,

we simply locate the 127 hypotheses in the HSpace which are represented by the

current contents of the STM, and rank them according to entropy measure. The

most frequently occurring prediction from the hypothesis with the lowest outcome

distribution entropy is the best prediction that can be made given current experience.
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Note that for making predictions, a simple entropy computation is insu!cient because

it is biased toward selecting those hypotheses with a small number of occurrences.

For example, a hypothesis that has only occurred once will have a single outcome,

producing a computed entropy value of zero. A more robust entropy measure is

required that takes into account the number of occurrences and gives greater weight

to those with greater support.

A more reliable entropy measure is obtained by re-computing the entropy with a

single, false positive added to the distribution, an approach generally referred to as

“one plus smoothing”. Recall that the entropy is computed using the observation

counts ci associated with each of the % predicted events in the set.

The addition of a single, hypothetical false-positive element yields a reliable entropy

measure,

Hrel = #
$$

!!

i=1

ci

ctot + 1
log2

"
ci

ctot + 1

#%

+
1

ctot + 1
log2

"
1

ctot + 1

#%

If a specific hypothesis in the HSpace has only occurred once, its associated outcome

distribution will contain a single observation with an event count of 1. This yields a

computed entropy of 0.0 = log2(1). However, using the reliable entropy measure Hrel

yields an adjusted entropy of 1.0 = 1
2 log2(

1
2) + 1

2 log2(
1
2).

Note that an outcome distribution with a single element and an event count > 1

will yield a reliable entropy of something less than 1, depending on the exact value

of the event count. In this case, the reliable entropy measure will yield a lower

value for the prediction with higher frequency, consistent with the intuitive notion of

“predictability”.

To make a prediction we simply locate the hypotheses in the HSpace associated with

the current contents of the observation history and rank them according to the reliable

entropy measure. The prediction is selected as the most frequently occurring outcome

(maximum likelihood) from the single hypothesis with the lowest reliable entropy.

4.3 An illustrative example

The example provided in table (4.1) serves to illustrate ELPH operation on a short

temporal sequence from the simple alphabet A = {A, B, C, D }. The string “A B A

C A B A D” is provided to the ELPH algorithm. For diagrammatic simplicity, the
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observ-
ation hypotheses added

A . . . . . . . . .
B . . . . . . . . .
A AB " {(A, 1)} &B " {(A, 1)} A& " {(A, 1)}
C BA " {(C, 1)} &A " {(C, 1)} B& " {(C, 1)}
A AC " {(A, 1)} &C " {(A, 1)} A& " {(A, 2)}
B CA " {(B, 1)} &A " {(B, 1), (C, 1)} C& " {(B, 1)}
A AB " {(A, 2)} &B " {(A, 2)} A& " {(A, 3)}

Table 4.1: Operation of the ELPH algorithm on a short sample stream. The ‘*’
denotes an observation that is ignored.

size of the STM is reduced to 2 observations, providing 2n = 4 hypothetical contexts

at each time step (including the null set).

In time steps 1 and 2, ELPH has not formed any associations due to lack of context.

At time step 3, ELPH uses the context {A B} in combination with the current

observation (A) to form the listed associations with the current observation, ot = A.

The first context is the complete observation set {A,B}. The second is the context

of “B occurred at time step t # 1”. The third context is “A occurred at time step

t#2”. These three contexts represent all possible combinations of observation history

in STM.

Each hypothesis has been observed exactly once, therefore all have the same entropy

and reliable entropy.

The process continues in similar fashion for step 4. At step 5, the outcome ‘A’ is

preceded by the context {A C}. The resulting hypotheses for the first two hypothetical

contexts are unique. However, the third context, “A occurred at time step t # 2”

was observed earlier (at time step 3). The outcome, A, is consistent with the earlier

hypothesis, so the event count is increased and the corresponding distribution entropy

is reduced, indicating increasing certainty that the context {A * } predicts ‘A’. This

trend is reinforced in step 7, where {A * } again is consistent in predicting ‘A’.

4.4 Brief analysis

For an alphabet of size m, an augmented order-n Markov chain approach requires a

transition matrix of size mn. The proposed Pruned HSpace method spans a potential
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space of order (m + 1)n which is significantly larger, however, two attributes of the

problem domain restrict the e"ective size of the HSpace:

1. Limited experience yields a sparse space: Only those hypotheses that have

been experienced are kept in the HSpace. And, further, only those with high

predictive quality.

2. Statistical structure in the observation space leads to e!cient pruning: If the

temporal stream of observations is truly random, leading to no ability to predict

future events, then the HSpace method will indeed explode. However, this is

not consistent with “real-world” behavior. There must be some structure in

the space, otherwise agents acting in that space would not be able to learn or

function. If every action/observation resulted in a random outcome, no agent

could exploit its own (unpredictable) actions.

It is this last attribute that bounds the growth of the HSpace in practice. In general,

the space quickly grows to an upper bound and then largely remains bounded to a

size much smaller than the theoretical upper limit.

In practice, the HSpace might also be pruned based on an aging mechanism in which

hypotheses that have only occurred a small number of times could be pruned if the

frequency of occurrence falls below some aging threshold. To date, this additional

pruning method has not been implemented.

4.5 Advantages of ELPH.

There are several advantages to the actively pruned hypothesis space method vs.

more traditional approaches including Markov models:

1. ELPH takes advantage of the sparseness of hypothesis space. Only those se-

quences that have actually been observed are stored in the HSpace, and fur-

thermore, only those sequences that produce consistent predictions are retained

over time. In contrast, an order-7 Markov chain with an event set E containing

n elements requires a matrix of order n7 to store the transition matrix proba-

bilities.

2. ELPH is learning e"cient. The actively pruned hypothesis space approach

requires far fewer examples to form consistent hypotheses vs. an order-n Markov
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chain. For example, if an event at time t is predicted by the single STM event

at time t # 3, a single example will su!ce to enter the hypothesis into the

hypothesis space. In contrast, an order-4 Markov chain for an event set E

with n elements requires at least n3 examples to account for the three events

which are included in the augmented state description (but do not a"ect the

prediction). This results in faster on-line learning of temporal sequences with

fewer examples.

3. ELPH adapts to changing environments (continuous, on-line learning). This

method is highly adaptive to changing environments. If certain hypotheses

become inconsistent due to a changing environment or changing “rules”, they

will be quickly pruned from the space and ultimately replaced with a new set

of hypotheses, consistent with the new environment.

4. The ELPH algorithm is amenable to highly parallel implementation. The in-

sertion of hypotheses and the pruning operation for all 127 elements of the

power-set can be done in parallel. This holds promise for a highly e!cient and

fast method for handling short-term predictions in real time.

5. ELPH is biologically and cognitively plausible. This method is consistent with

observed human behavior. Although the present implementation utilizes a sym-

bolic abstraction for research purposes, the entire method could be implemented

in a connectionist model using only simple mechanisms such as Hebbian asso-

ciation, variable synaptic strength and recurrent connections.

4.6 Summary

Based on principles from the predictive learning framework described earlier, a novel

algorithm has been developed and described. The key principles utilized by the ELPH

algorithm are:

• Learning occurs in hindsight. Rather than learn the probabilistic linkage from

contextual forms declared a priori, the occurrence of a salient event triggers a

process of deciding relevant context based on maximizing predictive utility.

• Uncertain outcomes are more or less useless to an organism. Only predictive

associations between cause and e"ect are useful, therefore non-predictive asso-

ciations can be discarded to gain e!ciency without sacrificing performance.

ELPH is a restricted implementation of the broader framework that is designed to

perform sequence learning and serial prediction tasks on discrete observation input.
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The algorithm employs a number of novel elements:

• ELPH employs a 7-element short term memory based loosely on historical find-

ings of human memory capacity.

• Prediction context is formed by considering all possible combinations and sub-

sets of the most recent 7 elements (observations).

• Predictive associations are formed in hindsight. The current observation is

linked to all subsets of the most recent 7 elements, forming a histogram of

those elements that have historically followed the specific observation context.

• Using a reliable entropy measure incorporating one-plus smoothing, ELPH dis-

cards those associations in which the context does not lead to a highly predicted

outcome. This both restrains the unbounded growth of the HSpace and also

provides an adaptive characteristic that is not based on fixed window sizes, etc.

• ELPH learns “on-line” while performing (making predictions).

The ELPH algorithm is an on-line sequence learner that exhibits a number of intrigu-

ing properties consistent with behavioral observation. The following chapters explore

the performance of ELPH in a number of sequence learning scenarios.
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Chapter 5

ELPH Learning Performance on

Synthetically Generated Sequences

The ELPH algorithm is designed to perform as a rapid, adaptive, on-line sequence

learner. In this section, we explore the performance of the algorithm when presented

with stochastically generated synthetic strings of symbols. These strings provide an

abstract representation of the time evolution of objects in a dynamic space with

varying degrees of predictability. In this case, we might consider the elements of

the string to be ordinals representing the (fully observable) state of some generative

process or as individual observations arising from some hidden process. In either case,

we are interested in the predictive nature of the ‘observations’ with respect to future

(expected) observations. Note that the infinite space of stochastic processes can range

from the purely deterministic through complex non-stationary mixtures involving a

wide range of “quasi-determined” behavior. In this section, we demonstrate the

learning performance of ELPH on a number of such processes.

The hypothesis explored in this chapter is that using the simple ELPH principles

of hindsight context determination, isolating context production rules that provide

quantitatively high prediction quality, together with a reliable entropy measure to

prune non-useful context production rules (hypotheses), results in an on-line learner

exhibiting emergent complex learning behaviors. These include the ability to learn

fast and adapt quickly to non-stationary generative processes.
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5.1 Performance measures

Characterizing the overall learning performance of ELPH requires the consideration of

measures in several specific areas. The on-line characteristic is actually a constraint

rather than a measure. This constraint precludes the availability of separate training

data and restricts learning to a single observation of the input data. In addition, an

active on-line learner is required to act while learning, a characteristic referred to

as operant conditioning in the behavioral learning literature. Rapid learning implies

both a learning rate as well as some measure of accuracy. Adaptation involves the

rate of recovery, or “re-learning” following a non-stationary switch in the generative

process’ behavior.

5.1.1 Learning accuracy.

What does it mean to learn a sequence? Given an ordered string of symbols S =

{s1, s2, . . . , sn} obtained from some generative process, a simple, e"ective, measure of

the how well the process has been learned is provided by the ability to predict the next

symbol in the sequence, sn+1. This measure is expressed as a number ranging from

{0 . . . 1} representing the fraction of correct predictions from the set of all predictions

made (normally equivalent to the length of the string).

5.1.2 Learning rate.

The ability to learn quickly is advantageous in both adapting to process changes

and overall learning performance for an on-line learner. Here, learning speed is ex-

pressed as the latency (measured in number of additional symbols) required to reach

a predetermined prediction performance level. Intuitively, a fast learner will reach a

high level of performance with relatively few samples of the new process. Given a

completely deterministic generating process, we expect ELPH to provide consistently

correct predictions within a few samples.

5.1.3 Adaptation.

Adapting to changes in the underlying distribution of a non-stationary process largely

a"ects the prediction performance of the leaner. Following a process change (which

can vary smoothly or occur in a single, discontinuous step), learning performance can

be measured in terms of the number of input samples that must be processed before

achieving an acceptable level of prediction performance.
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5.2 Rapid learning of binary patterns.

The first, and perhaps most straightforward performance characteristic of the ELPH

learner is to learn rapidly. One of the algorithm design goals was to mimic the one-

shot learning behavior observed in animals. Therefore, the initial claim is that the

pruned hypothesis space method will learn to recognize consistent patterns quickly,

with few examples.

To test this claim, the ELPH algorithm was provided simple, repeated binary pat-

terns,

0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, . . .

0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, . . .

0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, . . .
...

and the time (number of examples) required to produce perfect prediction was mea-

sured. In all cases, the algorithm produced perfect prediction, at a maximum follow-

ing two repetitions of the embedded sequence. In the first example, the algorithm

produced error-free prediction following the second occurrence of ’0’. In the second

example, following the second occurrence of the digit ’1’, and in the third exam-

ple, following the third ’0’ digit. Although somewhat trivial, this performance is

informally consistent with the notion of “rapid” sequence recognition as exhibited by

human subjects, and is not surprising, given the nature of the algorithm. As soon as

a pattern is repeated, it is located in the hypothesis space with a very low entropy

measure and quickly becomes the preferred prediction.

5.3 Learning statistically biased binary sequences.

A more realistic test is provided when the generative process is stochastic rather

than determined. A series of synthetic data trials was designed to explore the per-

formance of the ELPH algorithm while learning stochastic binary strings generated

from a Bernoulli distribution with varying ! values. In this experiment, stochastic

binary strings, each containing 1000 samples, were generated from a two state Markov

generating process with a transition matrix as follows:

&

' (1# !) !

(1# !) !

(

)
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where state 1 produces a ‘0’ output and state 2 produces a ‘1’. This process is

equivalent to a coin-tossing (Bernoulli) experiment in which the bias of producing a

‘head’ is specified by !.

The value of ! was systematically varied from 0 to 1 in steps of .01, and for each value

of !, 100 independent prediction trials were performed. At each trial, a 1000 element

binary string was randomly generated from the Bernoulli process as described. The

total number of correct ELPH predictions as well as the total number of ‘1’ predictions

made by the learning algorithm were tabulated and averaged. The results are shown

in figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: ELPH prediction performance on randomly constructed binary strings.
Results obtained from strings of length 1000 generated from a two-state Bernoulli
process with varying ‘1’ bias. The entropy threshold was fixed at 0.5 throughout.
Each data point represents the average prediction accuracy determined over 100 trials
given the specified ! value. The solid line indicates the percentage of samples for
which a correct prediction was made and the dashed line represents the proportion
of ‘1’ predictions.

Note that the prediction accuracy very nearly matches the probability bias. When
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the value of ! is strongly biased (near 0 or 1), the string is extremely predictable and

the ELPH algorithm exploits this predictability. As the bias approaches .5, the string

is uniformly stochastic and the prediction accuracy slips to reflect this uncertainty.

These results are satisfying in that they are consistent with probability matching-law

results from human behavioral trials in which subjects’ prediction frequency matches

the distribution bias in the samples [Estes, 1964, Jones, 1971].

These results might easily be produced if the ELPH algorithm is ‘over learning’ to

predict ‘1’ or ‘0’. Further note that for a given value of !, the optimal strategy is to

predict ‘0’ for ! values ' 0.5 and ‘1’ otherwise. When plotted, this optimal decision

function will result in a step function with a discontinuity at 0.5.

The prediction accuracy of ELPH in this test does not simply mirror the value of

!, rather it shows an inflection point at 0.5. It is clear that ELPH learns to predict

‘1’ when the string is primarily biased to ones and ‘0’ conversely. The percentage of

time that a prediction of ‘1’ is made has also been plotted in figure 5.1. Here we note

that ELPH is approximating the optimal step change in ‘1’ prediction with something

resembling a logistic function.

Figure 5.2 shows the ELPH ‘1’ prediction output together with a standard form

sigmoid of the form:

y = f(x) = 1/(1 + e!xt)

where x = ! # .5 and t = 15.

The value t is a measure of the “steepness” of the sigmoid inflection and is reflective

of how well ELPH approximates the (discontinuous) optimal decision function. Here,

t = 15 was determined through a ‘best-fit’ iterative process.

The final figure, (5.3) is a plot of the inverse sigmoid function:

ln(1/y # 1)

with y set to the ELPH ‘1’ output data. The result is remarkably linear, especially

from ! values of (.3, . . . , .7), demonstrating a very good fit to the sigmoid.

5.4 Rapid adaptation to Bernoulli process switches.

In order to test the adaptation performance of the ELPH algorithm, an adaptation-

latency metric was defined as the number of samples needed to achieve perfect pre-
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of ELPH ‘1’ prediction output on the Bernoulli trial to a
sigmoid function with x = ! # .5 and t = 15.

diction of a purely deterministic process following a non-stationary change from a

stochastic training pattern drawn from a biased Bernoulli process.

To test this capability, two series of tests were performed. Both series consisted of 4

groups of tests consisting of 100 trials in which a length 1000, biased random binary

string was presented to the ELPH algorithm, immediately followed by a consistent

repeating pattern. The biased random preamble was drawn from a Bernoulli distri-

bution with p(1) = !. In each of the four independent test runs, ! was set to 0.25,

0.50, 0.75 and 0.90 respectively.

In the first series, the random preamble string was immediately followed by a de-

terministic binary pattern consisting of (0,0,0,0,0,0 . . . ). The presentation of the

deterministic pattern continued until the prediction performance reached 100%. The

average adaptation latency was measured over the 100 runs, along with the hypothe-

sis space size at the end of the trial. The results from the first series of tests were as

follows:
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from the ELPH ‘1’ prediction output on the Bernoulli trial.

Preamble ‘1’ Bias Avg. Latency Avg. HSpace size

! = .25 0.22 1757

! = .50 4.72 1537

! = .75 7.58 1574

! = .90 9.95 1533

The hypothesis space size tends to an observed upper-bound in the neighborhood

of 1,600, significantly less than the hypothetical maximum. Although “trained” on

a large sample, the algorithm adapts relatively quickly. In the first of the 4 test

runs, when the probability of a zero is quite high, the adaptation latency is short,

averaging less than one sample. Conversely, when the probability of a zero is low, the

adaptation latency increases to nearly 10.

In the second series of tests, the regular pattern following the random biased preamble

was a simple determined Markov order-2 string (0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,. . . ). Measurements
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were made as in the first series of tests with the following results:

Preamble ‘1’ Bias Avg. Latency Avg. HSpace size

! = .25 8.86 1684

! = .50 6.35 1562

! = .75 8.42 1662

! = .90 21.08 1493

Note that the adaptation latency increases significantly, especially so when trained on

a biased preamble consisting of nearly all 1’s. Recall that the definition of adaptation

latency is the number of samples required to produce prediction with 100% accuracy.

5.5 Learning stationary stochastic Markov processes.

Bernoulli trials serve to explore basic characteristics of the ELPH algorithm, however

e"ective sequence learning in complex domains requires more stringent tests. Much

of the real-world environment consists of interacting objects that can be loosely de-

scribed by stationary and non-stationary stochastic processes of unknown order.

In this section, ELPH is presented with non-binary strings drawn from mixed markov

processes with varying degrees of deterministic behavior. The transition matrix ele-

ments of the generating process were systematically varied from entirely determined

to uniformly random. A simple measure of the degree of determinacy for such a

process is provided by its entropy rate. The entropy rate is defined as the expected

value of the individual entropy measures taken over each row of the transition matrix.

The entropy rate ranges from 0 (entirely deterministic) to log2(N) for a uniformly

random process, where N is equal to the order of the transition matrix. In this way,

a Markov process with an entropy value of 0 is entirely deterministic and produces a

cyclic behavior, whereas a process with maximal entropy rate is uniformly random.

We would expect the performance of any learner in such a stationary environment

to perform well for low entropy rate processes and do no better than the blind guess

rate (1/5 for this series) when at maximum entropy rate.

5.5.1 Comparison of ELPH with naive Markov learners

Given a string of input symbols, we define a naive Markov learner as one that has no

knowledge of the stochastic transition matrix governing the generating process. This
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sort of learner must ascertain both the state structure and the transition probabilities

from the input symbols. It is naive in terms of the process transition probabilities, and

Markov in the assumption that the process is fully observable, with each observed

symbol representing a unique, independent state transition whose probabilities are

dependent on the preceding symbol (state) alone.
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Figure 5.4: ELPH equivalence to Order-1 Markov Learner. Prediction performance
of a restricted ELPH agent with no active HSpace pruning and a history of length 1 com-
pared to a naive Markov learner. A series of 1,000 length strings were generated by an
order-1 Markov process with a 5 $ 5 transition matrix. For each run, the process entropy
rate was systematically varied from 0 to maximum (2.322). Blind guess rate indicates
random chance for an alphabet of 5 symbols.

The naive Markov learner actively constructs an order N square transition matrix in

which N is the number of unique symbols observed thus far in its experience. The

rows of the matrix represent an estimate of the actual transition probabilities in the

form of normalized histograms based on observed symbol pairs. When a new symbol

is encountered, the order of the matrix is increased by 1 and the unknown transitions

are set to 0. Over the long run, this estimation matrix will resemble the underlying

generative process under the assumption it is an order-1 Markov process.
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This method is similar to that employed by ELPH in constructing the hypothesis

space, without considering the entropy ranking and pruning process. If the length of

conditioning context (history) is restricted to a single element and pruning is elimi-

nated, ELPH should perform as an order-1 naive Markov learner.

As shown in figure 5.4, in the absence of pruning and with a restricted history of 1

element, ELPH prediction performance matches the naive Markov learner. Also note

that the performance of both agents is very good with highly determined processes

and falls o" as the entropy rate increases until the maximum (2.322 in this case) is

reached, at which point neither method does better than blind guess.

5.5.2 Comparison of ELPH with ideal Markov predictors

An ideal Markov learner can be defined as one that has full knowledge of the gener-

ating process’ transition matrix. Although the process remains stochastic, an ideal

Markov learner provides maximal performance because it possesses the exact transi-

tion probability distribution, as well as the order of the transition matrix and therefore

the number of states. The prediction performance of the ideal Markov learner should

closely correlate with the entropy rate of the generating process. When the entropy

rate approaches maximum (uniformly distributed state transitions), the performance

of the ideal agent should approximate the blind guess rate.

In figure 5.5 the performance of ELPH with full 7-element history and entropy pruning

active is compared with both the naive and ideal Markov learners for a series of

increasingly stochastic stationary generative processes.

Note that the ideal Markov learner outperforms both the naive Markov learner and

ELPH on every trial, as expected. In addition, the performance of all three is similar

when the process is very deterministic (entropy rates near zero) and when it is max-

imally stochastic. The fact that ELPH makes no assumptions regarding the order of

the generating Markov process, coupled with the additional fact that the generating

process is a fixed order-1, yields a performance deficit for ELPH in the ’mid’ range of

quasi-determinstic processes. In this case, ELPH is outperformed by both the naive

and ideal Markov predictors.

The slight performance deficit exhibited by ELPH on stationary, fixed-order genera-

tive processes is o"set by its ability to adapt rapidly to non-stationary and variable-

order processes.
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Figure 5.5: ELPH performance compared to an ideal Markov predictor. Pre-
diction performance of the full ELPH agent with pruning enabled and length 7 history
compared to an ideal Markov predictor with access to the generating process transition
matrix. A series of 1,000 length strings were generated by an order-1 Markov process with
a 5$ 5 transition matrix. For each run, the process entropy rate was systematically varied
from 0 to maximum (2.322). Blind guess rate indicates random chance for an alphabet of
5 symbols.

5.6 Non-stationary quasi-deterministic processes

Statistical learning methods involve learning the underlying statistical distribution

governing an unknown generating process’ behavior. The majority of these methods

make the general assumption that this distribution remains stationary. This assump-

tion, however, is not realistic as we move into more ‘lifelike’ multiagent environments

in which the various agents are adapting their behavior over time. Agents spon-

taneously and asynchronously modify their behavior in response to environmental

dynamics as well as the competitive and adversarial roles of other agents. Learning

in these environments implies that we must abandon the stationarity assumption and

learn governing process statistics in a non-stationary setting.

Methods for learning in non-statonary environments typically use some variant of
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“forgetting” in an e"ort to adapt to changes in underlying statistics. Common ap-

proaches include sliding windows with varying amounts of event history, and time

discounting methods that value recent experience over past history in varying de-

grees using a discounting factor, # ' 1. These methods su"er from the fact that they

are sensitive to the a-priori matching of the temporal characteristics of the underlying

process changes. If the process changes frequently, then the “forgetting” period must

be short. If the process change is infrequent, then more history is needed.

But what do we do when we have no idea how or when a process is changing? Short

windows (high discounting) will work well for frequently changing processes but more

poorly for infrequent changes (more susceptible to noise). In a realistic online learn-

ing scenario, we generally don’t know these process change characteristics ahead of

time. A useful method would not exhibit this time sensitivity and would be relatively

insensitive to process switching frequencies.

Although the ELPH algorithm uses a limited fixed-length history, the decision to

abandon acquired ‘rules’ and adapt to a shift in the generative process is based on

the entropy measure of the experienced prediction distribution rather than an average

over a limited temporal window. Rules are abandoned when they no longer accurately

predict the output of the generating process, regardless of the time-frame involved.

5.6.1 Simulations with non-stationary Markov processes

A non-stationary discrete Markov process is defined as a process in which the under-

lying state transition probabilities are not static. The “rules” governing the behavior

of the stochastic system are changing. Note that uniformly random processes do not

satisfy this definition because there is no change in the transition probability matrix

over time.

The results detailed here were obtained by applying the ELPH algorithm and several

other online learners to sequential prediction tasks. The experiments involved learning

to predict synthetically generated nonhomogenous Markov chains of various forms.

The quasi-deterministic generating processes were constructed from mixtures of basic

Markov processes and the complexity of each process was increased to 10 independent

states.

The figures summarize the results of a number of experiments in which the ELPH

algorithm, maximum likelihood (MLE) Markov learners with fixed sliding windows of
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various sizes, and MLE Markov learners using time discounting were applied to learn

sequences produced by several classes of nonstationary processes. The generating

processes exhibited non-stationary process ‘switches’ at various rates and in various

ways. Although the number of ways a process might exhibit non-stationary behavior

is limitless, here we consider experiments using 4 classes of discrete non-stationary

processes designed to judge performance in several challenging areas:

• Morphing Processes. Processes that shift from one transition probability distri-

bution to another over some period of time.

• Cycling Processes. Processes that alternate between two transition distributions

at a fixed frequency.

• Fixed Interval Noise Processes. Processes in which a string generated from

a fixed probability distribution is interspersed with transitions taken from a

uniformly stochastic process at regular time intervals.

• Random Noise Processes. A process in which a symbol string generated from a

fixed probability distribution is corrupted with uniformly random transitions.

Strings generated by each of these non-stationary classes were provided to the ELPH

algorithm to assess the performance of the entropy-based adaptation mechanism. For

comparison purposes, the ELPH algorithm was contrasted against the performance

of MLE Markov sliding-window learners with various window sizes and MLE Markov

time-discounting learners with various discounting rates. Each experiment consisted

of measuring the prediction performance (correct prediction probability) at each time

step of a 1,000 element string, averaged over 500 independent trials.

A series of 1,000 element Markov chains of various orders was generated from a

collection of nonhomogeneous processes as briefly described above. The number of

states was fixed for all processes at 10 and all processes were assumed to be fully

observable (i.e. all state transitions were correctly observed without error).

Following [Bremaud, 1999], a nonhomogenous Markov process is one in which the

transition probability

pn,i,j = P (Xn+1 = j|Xn = i)

is dependent on n. The transition matrix Pn at time n is given by

Pn = {pn,i,j}( i, j % E
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where E is the set of all process states. A nonhomogeneous Markov chain is a string

of some length l created by repeatedly sampling such a process Pn.

Here, we define a “nearly deterministic” n-state stochastic process to be one that has

a high probability of generating completely deterministic behavior, but retains the

ergodic properties of irreducibility and aperiodicity. Such a process can be constructed

by assigning a single element in each row of the transition matrix a high transition

probability of p = 1#", where " is some small value > 0. All other elements in the row

are set to transition probability p = "/(n# 1), maintaining the sum-to-one criterion.

Since each entry of the transition matrix has a value > 0, the acyclic and irreducibility

properties are maintained. However, since specific (individual) state transitions have

very high probability, the resulting behavior is largely deterministic. The predictable

bias of the process can be controlled through the stochasticity constant, ". Increasing

" produces increasingly stochastic processes. At " = 1/n, the transition matrix is

uniformly random. If we further insist each column of the transition matrix contain

no more than one high-probability entry, we obtain a stochastic process that will

predominately produce cycle-length n Markov chains with low entropy rate. Note

that for any transition matrix of order n, there are (n# 1)! unique processes that can

be so defined.

5.6.2 Non-stationary morphing processes.

A morphing process is defined as one that produces a smooth transition from one

process configuration to another through a defined “ramp” time. A ramp time = 0

produces an instantaneous (discontinuous) switch.

To determine the adaptation performance of ELPH to this sort of non-stationary

process change, a series of nonhomogeneous Markov chains were constructed with

various ramp times from 0 to 300. Each chain consisted of 1,000 elements with a

non-stationary ramp beginning after an initial period of 300 samples. The chains

were constructed according to the following procedure:

1. Randomly select two highly determined 10 state processes, A and B, from the

9! = 362, 880 possible candidates with " % {0.1, 0.25, 0.5}.

2. At each time step, construct a “morphed” process C by computing the convex

sum of A and B using a mixing parameter $ in the range (0 . . . 1), such that

C = (1# $)A + $B.
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3. Generate a 1,000 element nonhomogeneous Markov chain from C by setting

$ = 0 for the first 300 sample times, then uniformly varying $ from 0 to 1

during the specified ramp time. The string is completed with $ = 1.

This procedure yields a nonhomogeneous Markov chain from a process that remains

stationary for 300 sample times, then slowly changes (morphs) from A to B in exactly

ramp-time steps.

Figure 5.6 illustrates the prediction performance of ELPH together with a maximum

likelihood Markov learner using window size=20, and also a maximum likelihood

Markov learner with window size=100 on a morphing process with a ramp size of

zero. In this case, an instantaneous switch occurs between two highly determined

processes precisely at sample time 301. The three panels show the e"ect of increasing

the generating process stochasticity from 0.1 to 0.5.

As expected, in all cases, the MLE method with a large sliding window outperforms

both ELPH and the short-window MLE learner in overall prediction accuracy. Owing

to the large number of samples maintained with the larger window size, this learner

approaches the statistical bias of the generating processes. The performance of the

shorter window MLE learner su"ers as the stochasticity increases. Maximal ELPH

prediction is slightly better than the short-window MLE learner for highly determined

processes, and noticeably better for more random processes.

The short-window learner is able to adapt very quickly due to the small window size

(20 samples) vs. the long-window version. This is also expected and points out the

tradeo" between window size, prediction accuracy, and adaptation rate that must be

addressed when using window based “forgetting” methods. The performance of ELPH

in this case is notable. Immediately following the process switch, ELPH recovers at

a slightly slower rate than the short-window learner and more quickly than the long-

window method. However, total recovery to maximal performance takes longer than

either of the two other methods. This behavior illustrates the e"ect of the biased

entropy measure used by ELPH to rank the causal hypotheses. The predictors are

ranked according to a biased estimate of the actual entropy to avoid over-promotion of

single observations. This is accomplished by computing the distribution entropy with

the addition of a single, hypothetical false-positive element. As a rule is encountered

for the first time (at the process switch for example) it is the equivalent of a single data

point from a new process. The entropy ranking of the causal rule distribution is based

on that single data point. If the new data point is reflective of a generative process
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Figure 5.6: Prediction accuracy on nonhomogeneous “morphing” processes
with instantaneous process switches. Plots of correct prediction probability
vs. sample-time for a series of learners on a non-homogeneous morphing test with
zero ramp time (instantaneous switch at sample time 301). (a) high stochasticity
(" = 0.1), (b) medium stochasticity (" = 0.25), and (c) low stochasticity (" = 0.5).
The nonhomogeneous generating process was constructed by ramping from one highly
deterministic Markov process to another with ramp time=0. Results measure predic-
tion accuracy at each time point averaged over 500 trials.

switch to a completely determined (new) process, then the biased entropy measure

overestimates the actual causal rule entropy. However, if the data point is actually

from “noise”, then it underestimates the actual distribution entropy. The biased

entropy measure used by ELPH tends to “not give up” on rules quickly, especially

so if those rules have been consistent through a long period of time. The result is

that (in this case) older rules are not pruned quickly enough to compensate for the
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reliable entropy bias. The morphing test represents the “worst case” scenario for the

ELPH method. Since the process switch is from a highly determined process, the

entropy of the “old” rules is very low, and when the switch occurs, the new process is

highly determined, so the reliable entropy measure greatly underestimates the actual

entropy. The result is that old rules hang around for too long because the error in

the estimate of the new rule entropy is high.
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Figure 5.7: Prediction accuracy on nonhomogeneous “morphing” processes
with long ramp times. Plots of correct prediction probability vs. sample-time
for a series of learners on a nonhomogeneous morphing test with a 300 sample ramp
time. (a) high stochasticity (" = 0.1), (b) medium stochasticity (" = 0.25), and (c)
low stochasticity (" = 0.5). The nonhomogeneous generating process was constructed
by ramping from one highly deterministic process to another with ramp time=300.
Results measure prediction accuracy at each time point averaged over 500 trials.
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Figure 5.7 summarizes the same series of morphing tests with long ramp times. In

this case, the switch between process A and B occurs smoothly over 300 sample-

times. Again, ELPH prediction performance is worse than the long-window learner

and slightly better than the short-window version. Adaptation performance in this

case is roughly the same for all three approaches. In contrast to the ELPH worst case

instantaneous switch scenario, as the process change evolves more slowly, the biased

entropy estimate is more reflective of the actual entropy of the “new” process and the

causal rule ranking is, therefore, more accurate.

5.6.3 Non-stationary cycling processes.

“Cycling” processes exacerbate the window size tradeo" with MLE Markov learners.

If the window is much longer than the cycle period, the learned transition probabilities

reflect the average of both underlying processes. If the window size is smaller than

half the cycling period, insu!cient numbers of samples will be available to determine

the transition probabilities with any accuracy.

A simple cycling process can be generated by randomly selecting two highly deter-

mined processes, A and B, then constructing a nonhomogeneous Markov chain by

first sampling from process A for a time = 1
2 of the period, then sampling from B for

the other 1
2 of the period.

The same experimental setup was repeated as for the morphing trials. A series

of 1,000 element nonhomogeneous chains were constructed using the non-stationary

cycling process as described above. The process cycles between two highly determined

processes (" = 0.01) with period=50. In this case, the individual process switches

occur every 25 time samples. The prediction accuracy of ELPH was compared with

the MLE Markov learners on a sample-by-sample basis, averaged over 500 trials.

The predicted di!culty of this task for the sliding-window methods is illustrated

in figure 5.8 where the prediction performance of the ELPH algorithm, MLE short-

window, and MLE long-window methods are compared. In this case, both of the

MLE learner’s window sizes are greater than the process switch time.

All three methods reflect a drop in prediction performance at the process switch

points. This is expected behavior due to the fact that the switch points are unantici-

pated by the respective algorithms. An important statistic here is the mean prediction

value overall. ELPH obtains mean prediction performance of p = .86, whereas the
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Figure 5.8: Prediction accuracy on nonhomogeneous “cycling” processes.
Plots of correct prediction probability vs. sample-time for a series of learners on
a non-homogeneous “cycling” test with period=50. (a) ELPH, (b) Sliding-window
Markov Learner with window size=20, and (c) Sliding-window Markov Learner with
window size=100. Nonhomogeneous generating process was constructed by cycling
between two highly deterministic processes(" = 0.01), each 1

2 period. Results show
prediction accuracy at each time point averaged over 500 trials. The horizontal line
represents mean prediction accuracy over all samples.

short-window MLE method achieves only p = .53 and the long version, p = .45. The

cycling is between two highly deterministic processes, each of which is utilizing the

same states, but with di"ering transition rules. At each switch time (25 time units for

period=50), there is a complete violation of the (heretofore) perfectly learned rules.

But, unlike the morphing experiments, ELPH has not over-learned the first rules, so

it switches to predicting from the “new” process quickly. This is the reason for the
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spikes on the plot that occur every 25 samples. Notice that the ELPH learner spends

more time near 1.0 prediction probability and that the mean prediction performance

is much better than any of the windowing systems. The MLE learners with fixed

windows are very sensitive to the oscillation period.

Since there are only 10 states to learn, and these experiments generate cycles of

length 10, there is no possibility of remembering the original rules. Every new rule

will violate some old rule each time the process switches. This is the reason for the

“thrashing” that is observed and is expected because process switches are unknown

and are not anticipated when they occur. A sequence learner will predict incorrectly

when the switch occurs, thus the prediction probability will be near zero at the switch

times.

In this case, The older causal rules leaned by ELPH are more quickly pruned because

of the limited experience, and the new rules following the process switch are quickly

promoted.

5.6.4 Non-stationary fixed-interval noise processes.

A more severe test occurs when we introduce completely random process transitions.

For the fixed-interval noise test, a nonhomogeneous chain is constructed by replacing

every other time sample in a deterministic Markov chain with a random transition.

This can be viewed as an extreme cycle process between a highly determined and

completely random process. The random (odd) samples are reflective of a uniformly

distributed 10x10 transition matrix, so the average prediction accuracy at those points

should be p = .10. The even samples are taken from a highly determined process

(" = .01) and every second time sample should be largely predictable from its (even)

predecessors despite the intervening noise. The results detailed in Figure 5.9.

To tease out the prediction performance on individual points, the even and odd sam-

ple points are plotted independently. ELPH is able to provide prediction performance

consistent with the nature of the process. At the odd (random) samples, the predic-

tion accuracy is near the expected p = .10 and on the even samples, ELPH approaches

the deterministic bound of p = .99, with a mean prediction rate of just over p = 0.5.

The sliding window approaches, however, make a Markov order-1 assumption, there-

fore are completely unable to handle the higher-order dependencies provided in this

test. The prediction for both even and odd sample points is near random in both

cases.
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Figure 5.9: Prediction accuracy on nonhomogeneous “fixed-interval noise”
processes. Plots of correct prediction probability vs. sample-time for a series of
learners on a nonhomogeneous fixed interval noise test with an interval of 2 sample
times. (a) ELPH, (b) Sliding-window Markov Learner with window size=20, and (c)
Sliding-window Markov Learner with window size=100. The nonhomogeneous chain
was constructed by alternating between a highly determined process (" = 0.01) and
random noise. Plots split to show prediction performance on deterministic samples
vs. random samples. Dark (blue) line shows prediction accuracy on even samples,
Light (green) line shows accuracy for odd samples. Prediction accuracy at each time
point averaged over 500 trials.

5.6.5 Non-stationary random noise processes.

Another test of adaptive performance involves constructing a nonhomogeneous chain

by simply replacing a number of the sample points in a Markov chain with random
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transitions.

This final class of nonhomogeneous chains was generated by first constructing a length

1,000 order-1 Markov string from a randomly selected highly determined process, A,

then replacing 20% of the samples with random transitions. The specific sample-

times selected for replacement are chosen randomly from a uniform distribution of all

sample-times in the string.
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Figure 5.10: Prediction accuracy on nonhomogeneous “random noise” pro-
cesses. Correct prediction probability vs. sample-time for a series of learners on a
nonhomogeneous random noise test: ELPH, a sliding-window Markov learner with
winsize=20, and a sliding-window Markov learner with winsize=100. Results aver-
aged over 500 trials. The generating non-stationary process was constructed by ran-
domly replacing 20% of the symbols from a highly determined process with randomly
generated noise transitions.

Figure 5.10 details the results with ELPH, MLE Window-size=20, and MLE Window-

size=100. ELPH performance is consistent with the longer length sliding window

method and outperforms the short-window version.

The results from a similar battery of experiments using a time-discounting MLE

Markov learner in place of the sliding-window are shown in Figure 5.11. The time-
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discounting learner uses a discount factor, # to discount past experience. A high value

of # implies valuing the past more highly. A # value of 1 is equivalent to a Markov

learner that does not forget and is of little value in learning non-stationary processes.
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Figure 5.11: Prediction performance of a time discounting learning agent.
Prediction performance of Markov learner using Time Discounting on (a) Cycling pro-
cess with period=50, (b) Fixed interval noise process, and (c) Random noise process.
Discounting factor, # = .9 for all runs.

Figure 5.11 illustrates the key results. As expected, performance of the time-discounting

learner on the morphing process is consistent with the sliding-window learner and is

not shown here. The three panels in Figure 5.11 illustrate performance on (a) cycling,

(b)fixed interval noise, and (c) random noise classes with # = .9. It should be noted

that very low values of # do not improve performance over the results shown. In all

cases, the time-discounting learner does more poorly than the ELPH algorithm in
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these process classes.

5.7 Summary

In summary, the on-line learning performance of the ELPH algorithm was measured

against a number of synthetically constructed discrete stochastic processes, both sta-

tionary and non-stationary. These early investigations have demonstrated the desired

characteristics of rapid learning with few exemplars, bounded hypothesis space growth

and rapid adaptability to changes in the underlying generative statistical model.

It is important to reiterate that the ELPH algorithm has not been devised as an op-

timal learner for some specific task, rather the driving motivation behind its creation

is to perform well across a wide range of tasks representative of situations that must

be handled by animals acting in the physical world. This performance must be ac-

complished without specific domain knowledge or a priori anticipation of the process

characteristics generating the set of observations available to the agent.

Earlier, it was claimed that using a few relatively simple principles of rule creation

based on the predictive value of the rules and hindsight context formation would lead

to emergent agent behavior consistent with several aspects of animal learning. The

experiments employing controlled sets of discrete observations can hardly be consid-

ered exemplary of “real world” scenarios, however they do provide initial support

for the claims of learning fast, adapting quickly and providing a high overall level of

performance on a wide range of sequential learning tasks.

In stationary domains, ELPH quickly matches the statistical bias of the generating

process, consistent with human probability matching-law results [Estes, 1964, Jones,

1971].

In non-stationary domains, ELPH performs consistently well across a broad spectrum

of switching processes. As shown, learners with time sensitive sliding-window or dis-

counting techniques will perform at a higher level when matched to the temporal

characteristics of the generating process, but perform much more poorly when out

of sync. ELPH, on the other hand, performs at an acceptably high level regardless

the switching characteristics of the nonhomogenous generating process. This is im-

portant for an online learner that must adapt to a wide variety of predictable and

non-predictable behaviors without knowing in advance what the governing “rules”

are.
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Chapter 6

Application of ELPH to

Adversarial Games

The domain of interactive, adversarial games presents a set of learning agent chal-

lenges that are representative of a much larger class of “real-world” problems. A key

element this problem domain is to learn and adapt in the presence of other agents

that are simultaneously learning and adapting. This challenge becomes even more

di!cult when the agents are competing in some task. In competitive environments,

each agent is trying to optimize its return at the expense of the others, therefore any

single agent’s success depends on the actions of the other agents. Optimal behavior

in this context is defined relative to the actions of the other agents in the environ-

ment on a moment to moment basis. An agent’s policy must continuously change

as other agents learn and adapt. Assuming the other agents have similar goals (i.e.

winning), this results in the need to rapidly learn non-stationary policies over a space

of stochastic actions, and quickly adapt those policies to the continuously changing

policies of the opponents. Not surprisingly, these goals are identical to the goals of

biological “agents” that must compete for resources that sustain life.

The ELPH sequence learning/prediction algorithm was conceived to represent a bi-

ologically plausible learning mechanism that could simultaneously learn rapidly and

adapt quickly to non-stationarity in the “rules” governing the operational domain.

Based on these shared goals, the basic hypothesis explored in this section is that

ELPH should exhibit a high level of performance in the multiplayer game environ-

ment.
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6.1 Zero sum matrix games

Matrix games [Owen, 1995] are two player games in which each player simultaneously

chooses an action ai, from some set of available actions, ai % A. Each player’s payout

or reward can be represented by an n$ n matrix, Rij, in which the rows i represent

the first player’s action and the columns j represent the second player’s action. A zero

sum matrix game is simply one in which each player’s reward matrix is the negative

of the other. The classic games chicken, matching pennies, rock-paper-scissors, etc.

are all examples of two player zero-sum matrix games.

Rock-paper-scissors proceeds with each player simultaneously “playing” from a set of

three choices { rock, paper, scissors }. The winner is decided as follows: rock wins

over scissors, scissors wins over paper and paper wins over rock. Ties are not counted.

Here, each player selects from ai % {rock, paper, scissors} with reward as follows:

R1 =

&

***'

0 #1 1

1 0 #1

#1 1 0

(

+++) , R2 =

&

***'

0 1 #1

#1 0 1

1 #1 0

(

+++)

In this (and other zero-sum games), there is no optimal policy for either player that

is independent of the other [Fudenberg and Levine, 1999]. For example, if player1

employs a policy of playing all rock, then the optimal policy for player2 is to play

all paper. Assuming each player is playing rationally and adapting his strategy, a

game-theoretic result for 2-player zero sum games is that each player will converge to

a unique Nash equilibrium. In this particular case, the equilibrium policy is to select

plays randomly.

Therefore, there is no pure Nash equilibrium for this game. According to game-

theoretic results, the “best” strategy is to simply make random choices from a uniform

distribution of plays, in which case the game will end in a break-even score following

a su!ciently large number of plays.

Consider an agent that has access to a perfect oracle and could determine in advance

what action the opponent would choose. In this case, the outcome of every play would

be decided in favor of the agent. This suggests an alternate strategy in which the goal

is to predict what the opponent is about to choose and select an appropriate action

based on that prediction. Barring the existence of a ‘perfect oracle’, such a strategy
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will still prove successful if the opponent(s) exhibit predictable behavior.

6.2 Forward prediction as the basis for an adaptive game-

playing agent

Many approaches to learning in game playing rely on the notion of determining a

singular strategy that maximizes return in the long run, spanning many games and

opponents. This approach assumes a stationary space of policies from which we search

for the most e"ective one, asymptotically improving over time, rather than a non-

stationary policy space that changes from opponent to opponent, game to game or

even within single games.

Other classical approaches to game playing, such as Minimax, assume that at any

point in time the opponent will act “rationally” by always chosing an action that

maximizes some particular reward value. This approach presumes the judgement

that rational behavior on the part of the opponent always results in an attempt to

hedonically maximize some reward value over a space of action alternatives. However,

the agent in question may not be maximizing return in the assumed space. For

example, a loving mother may wish to intentionally lose a game in an e"ort to improve

the self esteem of her child. In many domains, ascertaining the value system of the

other players may prove di!cult or impossible.

An alternative approach is suggested that does not make a priori judgments regarding

rational behavior on the part of others, but instead uses predictability as the key char-

acteristic conditioning the behavior of other agents (objects), guiding the selection of

appropriate actions given those predictions.

If we model the world as a matrix game of sorts in which the results of our actions

are predicated on the actions of others, then the expected utility of a sequence of

actions depends entirely on the actions of the world around us. Consider two people

approaching one another on a sidewalk. Our available actions are to continue going

straight, alter course to the left, or alter course to the right. Clearly, if we continue

in a straight path, then the “reward” for our action depends entirely on the other

person’s action. If the other fails to yield, then we will collide (a negative outcome).

If we alter course to the left and the other person alters course to his/her right, then

again we collide. However, if we alter course to the left(right) and the other person

also alters left(right), then we avoid collision with a positive outcome. This simple
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scenario can be modelled as a two-player zero-sum matrix game that goes by the

name of Chicken and is representative of a set of choices made many times every day

by people navigating sidewalks in crowded cities.

Clearly, the utility of our action depends entirely on what the other agent chooses

to do. In this case, the utility function is conditioned on the other’s action. The

Nash equilibrium for the game of chicken is to select a left or right action with equal

probability. However, such an approach would not be a good choice for an agent

tasked with navigating a sidewalk. A better choice would be to assume some sort of

social convention or law that biases the selection of turn one way or another. But

this assumes that all agents are law abiding. An even better method would be to

predict with some high degree of accuracy what the approaching agent is going to do

and then select an action accordingly.

This suggests a revised definition of rational behavior as taking the course of action

that maximizes (our) return in the long-run given that the other agent(s) takes some

specific course of action. In this case, we must predict the other agent’s course of

action in order to maximize our expected return. Therefore, rational behavior in game

playing can be described as selecting the action (or actions) that produce the greatest

expected utility conditioned on the prediction of the opponents’ actions. Since the

opponents’ actions are drawn from a non-stationary process of unknown construction,

making accurate predictions of opponents’ behavior is a critical aspect of any decision

problem.

In a two-player zero-sum game, if the opponent’s policy is optimal (Nash equilibrium),

then the worst we should do is tie. However, if the opponent’s policy is deterministic

in any way, and if we are able to somehow learn the deterministic characteristics of

that policy, we should be able to exploit the (predictive) knowledge and defeat the

opponent. For example, in the rock-paper-scissors game, if the opponent generally

chooses random moves, but elects to always play rock on every fifth move, that

information can be used to always select paper for every fifth play and defeat the

opponent in the long-run.

6.3 An ELPH-based Rock-Paper-Scissors Agent

In situations where an opponent agent is likely to change policies frequently and

without warning, it is essential that an agent learn on-line, learn as rapidly as possible,

and adapt quickly to changing opponent strategies.
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As previously demonstrated, the ELPH algorithm exhibits the ability to both rapidly

learn predictive sequences (using as little as a single example) and quickly adapt to

non-stationarity in the underlying process. Using the ELPH algorithm to observe the

actions of another agent, we can learn the predictive elements of that agent’s policy.

In the case of game playing, this capability can be used to exploit the learned policy

of the opponent to select superior plays in those cases where the opponent is acting

predictably. The overall strategy is to ascertain bias in the opponent’s play, predict

what the opponent is most likely to do next, and choose a play that is superior to

that predicted for the opponent. If the opponent exhibits predictable behavior, such

an agent can exploit the bias and achieve a statistical edge. In the case of Rock-

Paper-Scissors, the selection of a superior action requires no learning or complicated

strategy, therefore the deterministic aspects of the opponent’s play are all that need

be learned.

The ELPH algorithm was used to construct a very simple zero-sum game playing agent

that has no knowledge of strategy, policy space or ‘rational’ behavior. It simply learns

predictive behavior biases on the part of an opponent and chooses superior plays based

on the payout rules of the game.

The basic implementation approach is to employ the ELPH algorithm to make inde-

pendent predictions based on two separate input streams of observations. The first

stream consists of the consecutive plays of the opponent and is used to predict the op-

ponent’s next play. The second stream consists of the consecutive plays of the ELPH

agent, used to predict the opponent’s next play. If the opponent exhibits biased pat-

terns related to his/her own play, the first stream provides predictors, whereas if the

opponent attempts to exploit perceived patterns related to the machine’s play, that

bias will be detected and exploited.

The two independent predictions are simply arbitrated based on the reliable entropy

value of the conditional distribution as learned by ELPH. The prediction with the

lowest reliable entropy is chosen. The approach is straightforward: observe, make two

predictions of the opponent’s next play based on the separate observation streams,

select the prediction that has the lowest reliable entropy measure and select the play

that is superior to that predicted for the opponent.
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6.4 ELPH performance versus synthetically generated game

play

The performance of the ELPH-based rock-paper-scissors agent was assessed using

synthetically generated game play consisting of strings generated from a collection of

purely stochastic and quasi-deterministic stochastic processes. This method simulates

opposing non-adaptive play in an iterated version of rock-paper-scissors and provides

tighter bounds on control variables that determine the predictability of the opposing

agent.

The synthetic agents produced a series of 1,000 plays according to a completely

stochastic policy, or a non-stationary series of either deterministic or stochastic poli-

cies. ELPH, using a short-term memory of length 7, was used to learn the non-

stationary policy of the agents.

6.4.1 Stochastic agents

The simplest agent class is one which employs a stationary policy at the Nash equi-

librium by taking random action at every step. To simulate this ‘agent’, a series of

1,000 plays were selected from a uniformly random distribution over {rock, paper,

scissors}. The strings were generated by a Markov process with a 3 $ 3 uniformly

distributed random transition matrix U .

Against this ‘agent’, the optimal policy ELPH can employ is to also play randomly.

The first simulation was designed to determine if the ELPH prediction algorithm

would make random plays given an opponent that exhibits no predictive bias. The

number of wins/losses as well as ties should be roughly equal for both ELPH and the

synthetic agent. The results are detailed in Figure 6.1.

The results represent 100 independent trials of 1,000 plays. As expected, ELPH

and the opponent approximately break even, each winning 1/3 of the plays. It is

important to note that the ELPH-based agent does not employ an explicit strategy

to ‘play randomly’. ELPH is simply attempting to predict the opponent’s next action.

Random play emerges when ELPH fails to uncover predictable bias in the observed

short-term history of opponent plays and has no strongly predictive ‘rules’ in its

hypothesis space. Rather than discovering the intentional ‘strategy’ of taking random

action, random play results naturally when there is a lack of any predictable structure

in the observation stream.
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Figure 6.1: ELPH accumulated wins over time against a stochastic synthetic
agent. Opponent ‘agent’ produces plays drawn from a uniform distribution. Results
represent accumulated winning play count by the ELPH agent averaged over 100 trials
of 1000 plays each. Central dashed line represents mean, outer dashed lines represent
plus/minus twice the standard deviation respectively. Light grey line signifies perfect
play bound (agent wins every play)

6.4.2 Non-stationary purely deterministic agents

The claim is that the ELPH-based agent both learns quickly and adapts rapidly to

non-stationary generative processes. The second simulation provides a test of rapid

learning and adaptability in which the opposing agent employs a continually changing

series of deterministic policies.

The synthetic ‘agent’ used in this simulation generated a series of 1,000 plays from a

non-stationary collection of randomly chosen deterministic policies. Each individual

policy is a Markov process with a 3$ 3 transition matrix, used to generate n consec-

utive plays. The interval between process switches was also chosen randomly from

a Poisson distribution with µ = 20. After generating the n plays, a new policy and

new interval were chosen. This process was repeated until a total of 1,000 plays were

generated.

The individual policies were constructed by filling each row of a 3 $ 3 deterministic

transition matrix D with exactly one “1”, where the column position of each “1”

was chosen at random uniformly from the set {1, 2, 3} corresponding to the states
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Figure 6.2: ELPH accumulated wins over time against a synthetic agent
playing from a non-stationary set of deterministic policies. Individual policies
are represented by randomly selected cyclic patterns % {r,p,s}. Policy changes occur
according to a Poisson distribution with mean interval µ = 20. Results are averaged
over 100 trials of 1000 plays each. Light grey line indicates perfect play.

{rock, paper, scissors}. All the remaining matrix entries were set to 0. The resulting

transition matrices, though deterministic, are not ergodic. They may be cyclic and/or

reducible. They can produce degenerate policies such as a fixed play (i.e. rock, rock,

rock . . .).

The results of ELPH-based agent play against this synthetic ‘agent’ are summarized

in figure 6.2.

ELPH was able to both quickly learn the opponent’s active policy and rapidly adapt

to the individual policy changes. Note, the procedure used to generate the synthetic

agent’s play results in a uniform distribution of actions from an overall frequency

point of view, but due to the deterministic nature of each individual policy, there is

significant smaller scale structure. ELPH exploits this structure by rapidly adapting

to the policy changes and quickly learning the new policy. This behavior is detailed

in Figure 6.2, where ELPH wins nearly 90% of the plays, even though the synthetic

agent is changing policies approximately every 20 plays.
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6.4.3 Non-stationary quasi-deterministic agents

A further question is whether the ELPH-based agent can also learn and adapt rapidly

in the presence of non-stationary quasi-deterministic policies.

To assess ELPH performance in this more stringent paradigm, a third simulation was

performed in which a synthetic agent, similar to the agent in the second simulation

was constructed. The agent in this simulation used quasi-deterministic policies rather

than purely determined ones.

‘Quasi-deterministic’ processes were constructed by producing a transition matrix

consisting of the convex sum of a uniformly random and a purely deterministic matrix.

The process is to randomly select a deterministic transition matrix D according to the

same procedure as described for simulation 2. Define U to be the uniformly random

transition matrix (all entries equal to 1/3). Construct T as the convex sum of D and

U :

T = (1# $)(D) + ($)(U) (6.1)

where $ is a pseudo-random number chosen uniformly from the interval (0, 1]. The

matrix T will always be ergodic even though, for $ near 0, the matrix will be highly

deterministic.

Figure 6.3 details results for play against a non-stationary agent that is randomly

selecting mixed policies at the same rate as in Fig. 6.2. Here the performance is

degraded, but the ELPH-based agent is still able to exploit the times when the $

value is small and wins more plays than the opponent in every case.

A more pronounced advantage is observed when the selection of the mixing variable,

$, is constrained to alternate between nearly random and nearly deterministic.

Figure 6.4 shows the results when $ is restricted to take on extreme values 0 and 1.

Finally, ELPH performance was observed against a synthetic opponent employing a

rapidly changing non-stationary set of policies at the extremes ($ % {0, 1}). The

experiment shown in figure 6.4 was repeated with process switch intervals randomly

selected according to a Poisson distribution with mean µ = 3

Figure 6.5 shows the e"ect of more rapidly alternating between stochastic and deter-

ministic processes. ELPH performance su"ers, but still manages to outperform the
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Figure 6.3: ELPH accumulated wins over time against a synthetic agent
playing from a non-stationary set of quasi-deterministic stochastic policies.
The individual policies are generated by a Markov process constructed as the convex
sum of a deterministic and uniformly random process (refer to equation 6.1). The
mixture variable $ was chosen randomly from the interval (0,1]. Policy changes occur
according to a Poisson distribution with interval µ = 20. Results shown are averaged
over 100 trials of 1000 plays.

opponent.

These results suggest that the ELPH-based agent is able to exploit predictive bias

under a variety of extreme non-stationary conditions, including process switches that

occur very frequently. In the most extreme case, ELPH was able to exploit predictive

bias when the process was changed approximately every 3 plays.

6.5 ELPH performance versus adaptive artificial agents

Synthetically generated games are useful for exploring the performance boundaries

of adaptive learning, however it is impossible to fully anticipate the entire range of

“creative” strategies that might be employed by competitive adversaries in a more

realistic environment.

In spite of the analytical intractability of the approach, performance ultimately must

be measured in terms of adaptive adversaries. Here, the ELPH rock-paper-scissors

playing agent is pitted against collections of artificial agents. In the first case, the
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Figure 6.4: ELPH accumulated wins over time against a synthetic agent
playing from a non-stationary set of stochastic and nearly deterministic
policies. Policies as in Fig. 6.3, but with $ % {0, 1} chosen randomly each with
probability 1/2. Results shown averaged over 100 trials of 1000 plays.

ELPH-based agent was included with other agents in a rock-paper-scissors tourna-

ment. In the second, the ELPH-based agent was pitted against Wolf-PHC [Bowling

and Veloso, 2002], an algorithm guaranteed to play optimally over the space of poli-

cies.

6.5.1 ELPH vs. Roshambo Tournament agents

The game rock-paper-scissors is traditionally referred to as “Roshambo”. Darse

Billings at the University of Alberta played host to a Roshambo computer tournament

in which participants were asked to provide artificial agents specifically constructed

to play Roshambo against other agents. The tournament consists of a round-robin

format in which each agent is pitted against all other entries in the competition. Each

“match” consists of 1000 plays in which the agents submit a choice from {rock, paper

or scissors} and the results (win, lose or draw) are tallied and made known to both

agents prior to the subsequent play. The results are scored as +1 for win, -1 for lose

and 0 for draws. The score for each match is the sum of the individual play scores

and the score for the tournament is the sum of match scores against all other agents.

The source code for 42 of the 45 agents that participated in the 1st Roshambo tour-
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Figure 6.5: ELPH accumulated wins over time against a synthetic agent
playing from a rapidly changing set of stochastic and nearly deterministic
policies. Repeated as in Fig. 6.4 except that each policy was played for a randomly
selected time chosen from a Poisson distribution with mean interval µ = 3, represent-
ing extreme non-stationarity in the policy space. Results averaged over 100 trials of
1000 plays.

nament, together with the tournament results were made publicly available and rep-

resent an excellent test resource for exploring the performance of the ELPH on-line

sequence learning agent in a non-stationary competitive environment. Although the

Roshambo tournament is no longer being held, the tournament can be reconstructed

using available source code for the participant agents. The ELPH Rock-Paper-Scissors

program was modified to adhere to the tournament interface requirements and the

entire tournament was repeated with the addition of ELPH.

24 of the 42 published agents were competitive entrants and included 18 of the top 19

finishers from the first Roshambo tournament. The remaining 18 agents were supplied

by the tournament organizers as “dummy bots”, intended to represent various simple

strategies.

Notable among the competitive agents were the three top finishers in both the original

tournament and the reconstituted version reported here. The three agents are named

Iocaine Powder, Phasenbott and MegaHAL.

Iocaine Powder. The agent submitted by Dan Egnor finished first in both the orig-
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inal and reconstituted tournaments (Table 6.1). The general approach, as discussed

by the author, is to determine what prediction strategy an opponent is using, and

then defeat that prediction method using a number of predetermined approaches.

This agent also has a “fall-back” position to play at the Nash equilibrium if the other

methods are unsuccessful.

Phasenbott. Phasenbott, submitted by Jakob Mandelson finished in second place

in both tournaments. The explanation of the agent provided in the tournament

summary suggests an approach similar to the ELPH algorithm in which subsets of

context are considered independently. In addition, the primary approach is similar to

the Iocaine Powder agent in that it attempts to ascertain what the opponent agent

is using for a prediction strategy and then moves to defeat it.

MegaHAL. This agent was submitted by Jason Hutchens and finished third in both

tournaments. The tournament organizers refer to this agent as an “o" the shelf

predictor, based on a finite context Markov model . . . upgraded to use an infinite

context Markov model . . . ”. Of interest here is the commentary that MegaHAL was

considered the “best context sni"er in the competition”. The approach seems similar

to the ELPH concept absent the use of Entropy pruning, although it is not clear what

the author intends by “infinite context Markov model”.

The top two finishers both employed a strategy of determining the opponents predic-

tion method and then attempting to defeat the opponents’ method.

It is important to note that each of the agents submitted to the competition were

specifically constructed to play the rock-paper-scissors game. Domain knowledge and

“tricks” devised by the agent authors were employed specifically with respect to this

game. As such, these agents perhaps represent human intelligence more than artificial

intelligence in terms of anticipating opponent strategies. The ELPH-agent, on the

other hand, employed no such domain knowledge. The only specific addition made to

the basic algorithm described earlier is the mechanism for selecting a superior move

based on the opponent prediction. This addition is a single line of C code and could

be used to play any zero-sum game by simply replacing the reward matrix.

Dummy-bots. The supplied dummy-bots (generally denoted with an ‘*’) can be

broken into four broad categories. The first category includes agents that generally

play at, or near, the Nash equilibrium. This agent class includes the dummy-bots

*Random, *Pi and *De Bruijn. *Random does what its name implies. It provides a
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sequence of plays generated by a pseudo-random number generator. The *Pi agent

simply produces the digits of pi modulo 3, and the *De Bruijn agent produces con-

catenated De Bruijn sequences.

The second class of dummy-bots are nearly deterministic and highly predictable.

Example agents in this class include *Good Ole Rock, always producing the same

play.

A third class of dummy-bots produce quasi-random strings that include more or less

structure. This class includes *Text, an agent providing ASCII codes modulo 3 from

a section of written text, *R-P-S 20-20-60 which produces randomly drawn plays

from a non-uniform distribution and *Flat which select plays from a pseudo-random

number generator and flattens the distribution by insuring an equal representation of

plays.

The fourth class of dummy-bots comprise agents that provide simple but increas-

ingly sophisticated play based on non-stationary and adaptive approaches. This class

includes the agents *Copy-drift which plays a biased single choice (p = 2/3) based

on the opponent’s early play and shifts the biased choice every 111 turns, *Add-drift,

similar to *Copy-drift with the bias set to p = 1/2 and based on both players previous

moves. Perhaps the most sophisticated dummy-bot in this class is *Anti-rotn which

uses a short history and bases its play on “rotations”, or the play-to-play di"erences,

in opponents’ actions.

6.5.2 Discussion of Roshambo Tournament results

The overall tournament results are listed in Table 6.1. Perhaps the most surprising

(and satisfying) result is that the ELPH-based ‘agent’ consistently finished in 4th

place against a collection of agent submissions intentionally constructed to win the

game of Roshambo. Most of the agents submitted to the competition employ sophis-

ticated non-stationary adaptive strategies designed to defeat opponents’ predictive

algorithms. Each of the top agents also had “fall-back” strategies designed to play at

Nash equilibrium if the programmed strategies were not e"ective. This mechanism

was included to prevent big losses. As pointed out previously, the ELPH-agent in-

cluded no such provisions and no ‘intentional’ strategy for playing the game. The

results demonstrate the e"ectiveness of the entropy-based sequence learning methods

outlined here. The Roshambo tournament represents a severe test for any prediction

engine.
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Table 6.1: Results of reconstructed Roshambo Tournament with ELPH
agent included. Total round-robin tournament scores for all competitors, ranked
according to overall tournament finish. Entries preceded by * denote dummy-bots

Rank Player Name Total

1 Iocaine Powder 10643
2 Phasenbott 9748
3 MegaHAL 9421
4 ELPH 8717
5 Biopic 8353
6 Simple Modeller 8190
7 Simple Predictor 7751
8 Boom 7726
9 Robertot 7704

10 RussRocker4 7571
11 Piedra 6992
12 Shofar 6921
13 Sweet Rocky 6680
14 Granite 6496
15 ZQ Bot 6218
16 Marble 6107
17 Bugbrain 5841
18 ACT-R Lag2 5805
19 *Anti-rotn 5325
20 Vroomfondel 4932
21 Mixed Strategy 4726
22 Majikthise 4681

Rank Player Name Total

23 Multi-strategy 2794
24 *De Bruijn 723
25 *Pi 251
26 *Random (Optimal) 145
27 Inocencio -1086
28 *Add-drift -1618
29 *Foxtrot -1666
30 *Copy-drift -1981
31 *Flat -2732
32 *Text -3100
33 *Switch A Lot -3308
34 *Add-react -3430
35 Knucklehead -3716
36 *Always Switchin’ -6884
37 Peterbot -7489
38 *R-P-S 20-20-60 -9560
39 *Beat Frequent Pick -14289
40 *Beat The Last Move -19526
41 *Good Ole Rock -26070
42 *Rotate R-P-S -26159
43 *Anti-Flat -27847

Although playing at the Nash equilibrium is considered ‘optimal’ behavior, the opti-

mal dummy-bot *Random finished just below the middle of the pack. This is because

most of the agents in the competition are intentionally not playing according to the

Nash equilibrium. They are trying to exploit the non-optimal play of other agents

and therefore act in predictable ways. For example, the *Random (optimal) agent

plays to a draw against *Good ole rock, but e"ective sequence learners exploit and

dominate it. The ELPH-agent scored 996 of a possible 1000 points against *Good ole

rock, as expected (Table 6.2).

The ELPH-agent scores against all other opponents are listed in Table 6.2. Against

two of the top three agents (Iocaine Power, MegaHAL), ELPH essentially played to

a draw. The reasons are not entirely clear, however these agents employed a default

strategy of playing at the Nash equilibrium when unable to establish a predictive
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Table 6.2: Results of individual ELPH Roshambo Tournament matches.
ELPH score versus each competitor, ranked according to overall tournament finish.
Entries preceded by * denote dummy-bots.

ELPH
Player Name Score

1 Iocaine Powder -28
2 Phasenbott -95
3 MegaHAL 13
5 Biopic -29
6 Simple Modeller -10
7 Simple Predictor 75
8 Boom -4
9 Robertot 31

10 RussRocker4 -23
11 Piedra 44
12 Shofar -4
13 Sweet Rocky 22
14 Granite 156
15 ZQ Bot 173
16 Marble 220
17 Bugbrain 40
18 ACT-R Lag2 -10
19 *Anti-rotn 72
20 Vroomfondel -50
21 Mixed Strategy 58
22 Majikthise 1

ELPH
Player Name Score

23 Multi-strategy 275
24 *De Bruijn -35
25 *Pi -5
26 *Random (Optimal) -17
27 Inocencio 792
28 *Add-drift 14
29 *Foxtrot 132
30 *Copy-drift 142
31 *Flat 14
32 *Text 155
33 *Switch A Lot 81
34 *Add-react 68
35 Knucklehead 464
36 *Always Switchin 173
37 Peterbot 823
38 *R-P-S 20-20-60 378
39 *Beat Frequent Pick 630
40 *Beat The Last Move 989
41 *Good Ole Rock 996
42 *Rotate R-P-S 996
43 *Anti-Flat 1000

edge.

In all matches except one, the ELPH-agent either won or played to a draw. The

only significant ELPH loss was against the 2nd place finisher, Phasenbott. All other

losses were within the single match noise bounds (+/# 50.6). Although the margin

of victory was non-significant, ELPH outscored the MegaHAL agent, considered by

the tournament organizers to be the best fixed context predictor entered.

Table 6.3 shows the individual round-robin match scores for all top-ten finishers in the

tournament. Among the top 7 finishers, the ELPH-agent had the highest individual

score against the tournament winner, whereas the Phasenbott agent had the lowest

score. Interestingly, recall that Phasenbott was the only agent to post a significant

winning score against ELPH. Again, the reasons remain unclear.
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Table 6.3: Individual Roshambo Tournament match scores. Individual match
scores for agents that placed in the top 10. No dummy-bots placed in the top 10.

Player Name 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 Iocaine Powder - 144 69 28 44 67 151 -18 5 498
2 Phasenbott -144 - 38 95 41 33 146 18 8 515
3 MegaHAL -69 -38 - -13 70 -41 33 23 -32 93
4 ELPH -28 -95 13 - -29 -10 75 -4 31 -23
5 Biopic -44 -41 -70 29 - -9 27 -19 58 4
6 Simple Modeller -67 -33 41 10 9 - 273 37 1 -64
7 Simple Predictor -151 -146 -33 -75 -27 -273 - 19 3 -106
8 Boom 18 -18 -23 4 19 -37 -19 - 20 -40
9 Robertot -5 -8 32 -31 -58 -1 -3 -20 - -42

10 RussRocker4 -498 -515 -93 23 -4 64 106 40 42 -

In summary, the performance of the ELPH-based rock-paper-scisors agent is impres-

sive considering the nature of the competition and the sophisticated construction of

the opponent agents. Using the basic entropy-based predictive learning mechanism,

ELPH is able to rapidly learn and exploit predictive bias on the part of opponent

agents, and naturally plays at the Nash equilibrium when such bias is not present.

6.5.3 ELPH vs. WOLF-PHC

Bowling and Veloso [Bowling and Veloso, 2002] have shown that the WoLF (Win or

Learn Fast) principle applied to incremental gradient ascent over the space of possible

policies will converge to the optimal policy. However, using incremental gradient

ascent is problematic when faced with an on-line adversarial learning environment in

which the policy space gradient is non-stationary and the current operating policy

must be adapted quickly (within a few plays).

The ability for gradient ascent to “learn fast” depends entirely on the selection of the

learning rate applied to the policy update. If the learning rate is small, adapting to the

opponent’s strategy will be slow. If the learning rate value is large, facilitating more

rapid learning, convergence may be compromised. Although incremental gradient

ascent is shown to converge to an optimal policy in the long run, an opponent that

changes policies more quickly can render this method ine"ective.

The ELPH-based rock-paper-scissors agent was played against WOLF-PHC, but with

trivial results. ELPH quickly matches the Nash equilibrium and the two programs

consistently play to a draw. It is noted that WOLF requires playing a large number of
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games before converging on a policy and so it does poorly with respect to ELPH given

the non-stationary policy switches (approximately every 20 plays) and the (relatively)

short games of 1000 plays. For WoLF-PHC, convergence to an optimal policy is

guaranteed in the long term (given a stationary policy). For two-player zero sum

games, it will ultimately converge to the Nash equilibrium and play randomly. In the

domains presented here, WoLF-PHC is unable to gain any advantage given the time

scale of policy changes and the relatively limited number of examples.

6.6 ELPH performance versus human opponents

If a human opponent plays rationally, according to the Nash equilibrium he/she should

ultimately play randomly to maximize return. However, humans have di!culty acting

randomly.

During production task experiments in which human subjects are asked to generate

random sequences, the tendency is to balance the number of ones and zeros in a

string and also over-represent the number of alternations [Bar-Hillel and Wagenaar,

1991, Falk and Konold, 1997]. The strings produced by human behavior in these

experiments show a marked bias inconsistent with naturally generated random strings.

These results were informally confirmed by having a collection of friends and col-

leagues construct 8-digit “random” sequences of 1’s and 0’s. Although the sample

size was too small to make claims regarding the clustering of strings, the mean num-

ber of ones and zeros was nearly 4, and the number of alternations approached 4.8

(60%).

If we consider the production of “random” sequences to be the same as the “avoidance

of non-random” sequences, these results suggest that perceived non-randomness is

related to predictable sequences such as runs of ones, consistent with the mechanism

described earlier by Heuttel, et al. [Huettel et al., 2002]

The results of these experiments suggest the non-random bias in human behavior

should result in predictive actions that can be e"ectively exploited by the ELPH

rock-paper-scissors agent. The claim is human subjects fall into predictable patterns

apart from conscious awareness. In the rock-paper-scissors game, if the unconscious

predictive patterns of an opponent can be learned, they can be exploited to provide

a statistical edge in play.

Results against human opponents demonstrate ELPH performance when confronted
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Figure 6.6: ELPH accumulated wins over time against a human opponent.
Results shown for a single match. Solid (blue) line and dashed (red) line indicate the
cumulative number of wins for the ELPH agent and the human opponent respectively.

by a non-stationary policy in which the time scale and selection process is completely

unknown and uncontrolled. In this case ELPH is able to exploit predictive bias in the

human opponent’s play. Figure 6.6 details one representative match. As illustrated in

this example, an advantage was gained following approximately 35#40 plays. ELPH

adapts to the changing play of the opponent and quickly exploits predictive patterns of

play. These results suggest that human players do indeed exhibit predictable patterns

(even when explicitly trying not to).

Anecdotally, observed human behavior while playing against the ELPH agent appears

to be constantly trying “di"erent” approaches in an e"ort to “fool” the ELPH agent.

When opponents are informed of the operational details of the ELPH algorithm and

that the most successful strategy is to select random plays, the ELPH agent continues

to dominate while the exploitable bias in human play appears to increase.

6.7 Summary

Statistical estimation methods such as WoLF-PHC act according to their best es-

timate of the optimal policy and then modify that estimate based on the observed

outcome. In multiagent environments, that outcome (reward) is a function of the

opponent’s policy, and is assumed to change over time. Owing to this dependency,
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these learning methods are, in e"ect, forming an indirect estimate of the opponent’s

policy over time. The indirect estimate of the opponent’s policy is learned through an

exploratory or “probative” process of trying some action and observing the opposing

agent’s response. In a non-stationary domain, this process may never fully arrive at

an adequate estimate of the opponent’s (instantaneous) policy. These methods also

require some stated prior estimate on the policy space. In most cases, the initial es-

timate of the optimal policy is assumed to be a uniform distribution over actions. If

infinitesimal gradient ascent is employed, it usually takes an unacceptably long time

to converge to the optimal policy.

ELPH, on the other hand, attempts to learn the opponent’s policy directly, with-

out exploration. It learns over a space of observed behavior hypotheses. This is a

decidedly distinct way of approaching the problem. Assuming the opponent is play-

ing according to some policy (rational or otherwise), ELPH generates a collection of

hypothetical states from the observed action sequence and selects those that prove

consistent with the estimate of the opponent’s policy. ELPH has no notion of “win-

ning” or “losing”. When a policy change occurs, new hypotheses are formed with

lower predictive entropy that quickly supplant the old hypotheses that have become

inconsistent. This yields substantial advantages in the non-stationary domains pre-

sented here. When the opponent plays his/her optimal strategy (random play), ELPH

will respond by playing randomly. But ELPH will quickly pick up on any non-random

structure in the opponent’s play.

The hypothesis explored in this chapter is that an e"ective on-line sequence learning

agent, capable of rapidly determining predictable bias in the play of an opponent,

should perform optimally in zero-sum games when the opponent is playing at Nash

equilibrium, and should outperform opponents that exhibit predictive bias.

Furthermore, in competitive environments we can expect the non-optimal strategies

of opponents to be non-stationary and changing at non-predictable times.

Using the ELPH algorithm, an e"ective rock-paper-scissors agent was constructed

that employed no “domain knowledge” to develop specific strategies with respect to

the game. The ELPH agent simply sought to make predictions of the opponents’ next

play and used the zero-sum reward matrix values to select a superior play.

In this application, the ELPH-based agent displayed the key characteristics of a dy-

namic, adaptive, on-line learner. It adapts to the changing play of the opponent
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and quickly exploits predictive patterns of play. ELPH performed well against syn-

thetically constructed games, artificial agents in multiplayer competition and against

human opponents.
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Chapter 7

Animal Learning Models

Earlier chapters outlined a general framework for on-line sequence learning and demon-

strated a novel machine learning algorithm (ELPH) based on that framework. The

guiding principles employed in the design of ELPH were derived from observations

in the field of behavioral learning and can therefore be applied directly to modeling

animal learning phenomena. The dynamical hindsight learning of highly predictive

associations is employed to construct a novel model of instrumental learning con-

sistent with observed experimental results. The model o"ers a plausible hypothesis

of the mechanisms underlying anomalous extinction/reinstantiation and partial re-

inforcement extinction e"ects. The model also learns a mapping from ‘behavior’

to ‘reward’, as well as the contextual association between ‘situation’ and ‘outcome’.

The associations are dynamically learned based on a measure of positive expectation

closely related to predictability.

The fundamental hypothesis explored in this chapter is that by using the general prin-

ciples guiding the construction of the ELPH learner (hindsight learning of predictive

context" outcome associations, abandonment of non-predictive associations), we can

build a more accurate model of behavioral learning that incorporates instrumental

extinction, reinstantiation and partial reinforcement extinction e"ects.

7.1 Behavioral learning

Behavioral learning, as distinct from machine learning, is an essential mechanism

observed in human and non-human animals including simple invertebrates. Michael

Domjan provides a useful definition:
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“Learning is an enduring change in the mechanisms of behavior involving

specific stimuli and/or responses that results from prior experience with

similar stimuli and responses”. [Domjan, 1998]

This simple definition captures an important distinction with respect to the earlier

definition of machine learning. Behavioral learning is exhibited through any change

in the mechanism(s) controlling an organism’s behavior that persists in time, whereas

machine learning is generally defined as an improvement in the performance of some

task as measured against a defined goal.

Animal learning is widely observed and studied via experiments in which new, per-

sistent behaviors are associated with artificial stimuli, or ‘cues’. These experiments

are broadly divided into two classes: classical conditioning and instrumental condi-

tioning depending on whether the learned behavior involves involuntary or volitional

responses to the artificially provided cue(s) respectively.

In classical conditioning experiments, an innate reflexive response such as the saliva-

tion which naturally follows the presentation of food is trained instead to follow an

artificial cue such as a short tone or flash of light. Similar, reflexive responses such as

the eye-blink that occurs following a pu" of air directed at the cornea, or the ‘flinch’

reflex in anticipation of an electrical shock can be trained to occur following artificial

stimuli in similar fashion. The naturally occurring reflexive response is referred to

as the unconditional response (UR), the stimulus that naturally invokes the response

(pu" of air or presentation of food) is called the unconditional stimulus (US) and

the artificially provided cue is referred to as the conditional stimulus (CS). In classi-

cal learning, an (non-naturally occurring) association is dynamically formed between

the conditional and unconditional stimuli such that the naturally occurring reflexive

response occurs following the presentation of the artificial cue. The demonstration

of this behavioral plasticity in animals is su!cient to meet the earlier definition of

“learning”. Classical conditioning is often referred to as “Pavlovian” learning af-

ter Ivan Pavlov who is credited with discovering these e"ects in his famous canine

experiments [Pavlov, 1927].

After observing that animals can be trained to reflexively respond to non-naturally

occurring stimuli, it is natural to ask if the association can be “undone”. In behavioral

terms, the dis-association between the CS and US is referred to as the extinction of a

conditioned response, and is accomplished by presentation of the conditional stimulus

while withholding the unconditional stimulus. The resulting extinction e!ect has been
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extensively studied [Domjan, 1998, Nation and Clooney, 1982, Delameter, 2004] and

will be described in further detail shortly.

In contrast to classical conditioning, instrumental learning involves training a subject

to associate some volitional, or ‘goal directed’ action with the procurement of an

artificially provided ‘reward’. The action, or set of actions associated with obtaining

reward are termed instrumental actions and the ‘reward’ can either be appetitive

or aversive. Teaching a dog to ‘roll over’ following a signal or sound is a common

example. In this case, in the given context of hearing the signal, the animal learns to

associate the instrumental action of rolling over with the positive reward of food.

Instrumental learning is generally more consistent with what we think of as ‘learned

behavior’ owing to its similarity with much of goal-oriented human learning behavior.

When this sort of learning is accomplished while an agent continually interacts with

the environment, it is referred to as operant conditioning [Skinner, 1938]. The link to

human behavior in the form of operant, goal-directed learning has fueled a large body

of machine learning research, where the models generally fall under the category of

Reinforcement Learning [Sutton and Barto, 1998].

7.2 Extinction and recovery of instrumental associations

Following instrumental conditioning, it is possible to extinguish a learned associa-

tion between instrumental action and reward through a process that simply involves

withholding the expected reward. A set of recognized responses to the loss of rein-

forcement are observed in animals and are collectively referred to as ‘extinction e"ects’

[Domjan, 1998]. These extinction e"ects include over-expression of the learned instru-

mental action which is often accompanied by aggressive behavior, presumably in an

e"ort to reproduce the expected reward. After repeated extinction trials, the animal

will ultimately stop performing the trained instrumental action.

7.3 Temporal Di!erence Q-learning as a model of instrumen-

tal conditioning

Reinforcement learning models are a class of unsupervised machine learning algo-

rithms inspired by instrumental conditioning results in animals. In the reinforcement

learning paradigm, an agent explores a provided state space, choosing an action at
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each state from a set of available actions. The model environment responds to the

agent’s action by transitioning to another state and providing a monotonic ‘reward’

value (possibly zero). Reward values less than 0 are generally considered aversive

and those greater than 0 are considered appetitive. Given su!cient experience with

the model environment, the agent gradually acquires a mapping from (state,action)

tuples to expected reward. This model of (state,action) " reward is subsequently

employed by the agent to preferentially select those instrumental actions that lead to

reward.

The Temporal Di!erence algorithm [Sutton and Barto, 1998, Zahrt et al., 1997] is a

specific embodiment of reinforcement learning that produces a mapping, {S$A})
Q(sn, am) from all possible combinations of available states S and actions A to a

quantitative measure of hedonic value, Q(sn, am) resulting from taking action am in

state sn. The set of all available states S is commonly referred to as the “state space”

and is distinct from the set of observations. The hedonic value Q(·) is actually a

time-discounted measure of expected reward and is learned over repeated trials of

taking a specific action from a specific state. The agent will either always choose the

action that produces the maximal value of Q(·) in any given situation (maximally

hedonic) or choose some other less optimal action in the interest of curiosity over

immediate self-interest. The Q(·) values are learned over time through a process of

backpropagating experienced reward values to the most recent state visited by the

agent. The amount of reward propagated to the preceding state is multiplied by a

discounting factor #, 0 ' # ' 1. Over time, continued application of the discounted

reward backpropagation yields a time-discounted estimation of future reward for each

(state,action) pair.

The general expression for the iterated temporal di"erence learning rule [Sutton and

Barto, 1998] is:

Q(s(t#1), a)* Q(s(t#1), a) + & '(t) (7.1)

Where &, 0 ' & ' 1, controls the learning rate and the expression '(t) is the di"erence

between the actual reward experienced at time t and the expected reward based on

previous experience. This di"erence is expressed as:

'(t) = #
,
max

a
(Q(s(t), a)) + R(t)

-
#Q(s(t#1), a) (7.2)
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Here # (0 ' # ' 1) is a discounting factor that results (after numerous trials) in an

exponentially discounted estimate of expected future reward that results from taking

action a in state s.

The temporal di"erence reinforcement learning model has been widely embraced by

the behavioral neuroscience community as a working hypothesis of the role of the

neurotransmitter dopamine in regions of the brain thought to be involved in learning.

Single-cell neuron recording studies in primates during operant conditioning tasks

demonstrate increased firing rates of striatal dopaminergic neurons at the time of

initial reward presentation. During subsequent training, the firing onset time of these

cells advances until it coincides with the presentation of the conditional stimulus

[Schultz, 2002]. These observations suggest that the function of striatal dopaminergic

neurons is consistent with the ' signal in the TDRL learning model of instrumental

conditioning. When the initial reward is presented, ' is high (increased firing rate),

owing to the positive di"erence between the expectation and value of the novel reward.

Over time, the increased ' value should be assigned to earlier ‘states’, consistent with

the observed precession of neuron firing.

Although it models the precession of the dopamine signal in accordance with instru-

mental conditioning, TDRL as a behavioral learning hypothesis is challenged in at

least two important respects:

1. Reinforcement learning models generally define a stationary state space a priori

and do not consider the issue of learning context from observations. Learning

organisms must determine the classification of observations to states without

knowledge of what constitutes the state space.

2. Reinforcement learning models treat the process of extinction as ‘unlearning’,

which is inconsistent with behavioral observations.

Learning (state,action) " reward associations is only one aspect of the instrumental

learning problem. The determination of ‘state’ from the available observations of the

world is also a critical task for the agent. In many machine learning applications

of temporal di"erence methods the state space is assumed and provided a priori.

However, organisms operating in the physical world do not have access to “the” state

space, rather they are presented with a dynamic, nearly infinite collection of sensory

observations and must infer individual states from these observations. Observations
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are drawn from a universal state space which is too large to be tractable for any

learning mechanism, therefore the organism must reduce the set of observations to

a smaller set of perceptual states or situations from which to reason and establish

causal relationships. Determining appropriate states from the enormous space of

observations is a challenging problem. Given a feature vector of observations, the

salient aspects of the observation space must be isolated and mapped onto a collection

of equal/similar situations. Furthermore, individual observations can be mapped to

more than one state/situation depending on context. Perceptual states are therefore

better represented as dynamic collections of clustered observations that only exist for

the purposes of reasoning and can be redefined ‘at will’ by the agent.

A second, and perhaps more serious, challenge to using existing TDRL models in ex-

plaining behavioral learning phenomena is the treatment of extinction as a process of

unlearning. In the TDRL model, if reward contingency is suddenly removed the Q(·)
value associated with the particular instrumental action will will slowly be devalued,

or ‘unlearned’, based on the learning rate, &. This unlearning e"ect is in contradic-

tion to the behavioral learning mechanism(s) underlying instrumental extinction and

re-instantiation e"ects.

A number of animal experiments demonstrate the phenomenon of spontaneous re-

covery of instrumental action as well as an asymmetric rate of instrumental action

recovery when the original reward contingency is restored [Pavlov, 1927, Bouton, 2004,

Rescorla, 2004]. Previously learned behaviors are quickly reestablished during this

re-instantiation, implying that prior learning has been retained, and further suggest-

ing the instrumental extinction process involves creation of new associations between

actions and di"erential outcomes while retaining previously acquired associations.

7.4 An improved model of instrumental conditioning based

on state di!erentiation

Assuming the action taken during behavioral extinction is identical to that taken

during acquisition, extinction can be modeled by establishing a new (state,action)

" reward association in which the new reward contingency (zero in this case) is

associated with a di"erent state.

The general hypothesis expressed here is: given di"erential outcomes from the same

(state,action), the agent uses hindsight to identify di"erences in the situational envi-
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ronment rather than re-computing posterior outcome probabilities (i.e. ‘unlearning’)

to explain a sudden absence of expected reward. Anecdotally, when an expected

reward fails to appear, the organism attempts to augment or di"erentiate the state

space in an e"ort to “explain” why reward no longer follows instrumental action. This

is consistent with earlier discussions of the ELPH approach in which it was observed

that learning agents in a dynamic environment isolate and di"erentiate the predic-

tive/causal elements in the environment based on observational di"erences, and that

di"erential outcomes are what drive the need to search recent experience for new

causes. The thesis that predictive rules, established based on learned experience,

should be abandoned when they fail to adequately predict outcomes was exploited

by the ELPH algorithm in terms of the entropy measure of a conditional probability

distribution over the outcomes.

Similar reasoning can be applied to extend the basic temporal di"erence learning

approach in order to better model instrumental behavior with respect to extinction

and re-instantiation. One simple hypothesis, consistent with the observations that

a) extinction is not a result of ‘unlearning’ and b) renewal is not ‘relearning’, is

that during extinction agents seek additional causal factors that would further refine

or split the definition of state rather than forsake the previously learned association

between instrumental action and reward. In an appropriately extended TDRL model,

this mechanism would entail an expansion or splitting of the state space to include

a new state with an independent expected reward estimation, and result in two or

more new ‘states’, each having some unique defining feature that would place the

prior experience into di"ering contexts. In one context, an action produces reward,

in the newly defined context the same action produces no reward. The di"erential

context information augments the definition of state and provides an entirely new

(state,action) " outcome association with its own unique Q(·) value.

The proposed Q-learning extensions can be summarized as follows:

1. Provide a flexible state space mechanism in which states are dynamically con-

structed as clusters of observations.

2. Learned instrumental rules take the form of Q(·) values per standard temporal

di"erence learning methods.

3. Existing instrumental rules are abandoned when the reward contingency is

rapidly decreased.
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4. When an existing rule is abandoned, form a new rule by ‘splitting’ states into

a new state and an old state based on observation di"erentiation. Use the new

state to establish the association with ‘no reward’

Consistently low reward with respect to expectation produces a tonically negative

value of the ' term in the TDRL expression, which corresponds to a decrease in

certainty of reward and, at some point, should cause the agent to abandon the learned

instrumental context in favor of another.

This suggests the use of tonically low reward, as indicated by ' < 0, as an alternate

trigger for abandoning a causal belief and seeking a new state definition. As a work-

ing hypothesis, this appears consistent with the role of dopamine in neural learning

networks.

7.5 Instrumental extinction simulations

A behavioral learning model based on the proposed Q-learning extensions was devel-

oped and implemented in a collaborative e"ort with members of the Redish Neurobe-

havioral Lab at the University of Minnesota. The work is reported in [Redish et al.,

2007]. The model was employed in various simulated fixed-ratio(1) operant condi-

tioning paradigms to demonstrate agreement with published instrumental extinction

and renewal e"ects.

The computational model consisted of a standard Q-Learning temporal di"erence

reinforcement agent modified to provide dynamic state classification, together with

a state di"erentiation or ‘splitting’ mechanism. The Q-learning component served to

categorize the expected value of internal (state,action) pairs [Sutton and Barto, 1998]

and drive preferential action selection.

The internal state classification element was based on a radial-basis competitive learn-

ing model[Duda et al., 2001, Bishop, 1995, Hertz et al., 1991, Grossberg, 1976] and

used to map observed cues to internal states. Depending on the sensitivity of the

radial basis function, the agent classified observed multi-dimensional cues into one

or more states. The agent initially began each training session with the assumption

that all observations mapped to a single state. The sensitivity of the classifier was

dependent on a tonic ' signal, defined as the short-run mean of negative ' values

provided by the TDRL component. In a standard TDRL model, extinction onset
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(appetitive reward ) 0) results in negative values of ' and, if the zero reward contin-

gency is maintained, tonic ' will also go negative. Large negative ' values, consistent

with reward extinction, cause the state classifier to more finely discriminate states

based on subtle di"erences in the cue values. The result is a “splitting” of the state

space based on cue di"erentiation when learned action" outcome expectations are

violated.

Published simulations using the extended model demonstrated the following behav-

ioral learning characteristics, consistent with the instrumental learning literature [Re-

dish et al., 2007]:

• Basic instrumental acquisition

• Asymmetric extinction and renewal

• Non-rewarded cued renewal

• Partial reinforcement extinction e"ects

Instrumental acquisition The model demonstrated instrumental learning in a sim-

ulated FR(1) contingency experiment that consisted of two world states and 10 in-

dependent actions. Only one of the 10 actions taken in a specific state produced

reward. The modified TDRL agent was able to consistently acquire the appropriate

instrumental response.

Asymmetric extinction and renewal The model was also able to demonstrate

asymmetric extinction and renewal, consistent with animal learning observations.

When extinction was accompanied by a change in context (modification of one or

more cues), it occurred much more rapidly as the cue) state classification led to a

di"erentiation of state in the ‘new’ context.

The rapid reacquisition of instrumental behavior following reward and context restora-

tion was also demonstrated by this model. Because earlier learned associations were

retained and not relearned, the instrumental action was quickly restored upon re-

newal. This e"ect was especially pronounced for context-based extinction trials, due

to the di"erence in cues that led to ‘splitting’ existing states.

A noticeable contrast between the renewal and acquisition rates was observed, con-

sistent with animal behavioral models. For cue di"erentiated extinction, the rate of
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both extinction and renewal were very rapid. The slower rate of change in the non-cue

di"erentiated trials resulted from nearly identical contexts.

Non-rewarded cued renewal In a non-rewarded cued renewal paradigm, an in-

strumental response is acquired by an animal in one environment (context) and then

undergoes extinction in a novel environment. When the animal is returned to the

original contextual environment it rapidly reacquires the original response [Bouton,

2002, 2004, Bouton et al., 2006].

In the extended Q-learning model, extinction was mediated by establishing a new in-

ternal state definition based on cue di"erences. Restoring the original context resulted

in immediate renewal of the instrumental response, consistent with experimental find-

ings.

Partial reinforcement The published results also demonstrated consistency with

partial reinforcement extinction e"ects (PREE), as discussed below.

Together, these results support the hypothesis that extending standard Q-learning al-

gorithms with hindsight state-space di"erentiation yields learning characteristics that

are more consistent with animal behavior observed in operant conditioning/extinction

experiments.

7.6 Extinction following partial reinforcement schedules

In animals and humans, the severity of the extinction e"ect and the persistence of

instrumental responding following extinction is highly dependent on the reinforcement

schedule employed during the behavior acquisition training. Extinction takes longer if

the schedule of reinforcement is continuous, rather than on an intermittent, or partial

basis [Domjan, 1998]. This e"ect is known as the Partial Reinforcement Extinction

E"ect, or PREE.

This e"ect is not modeled by general reinforcement learning algorithms. In fact, the

opposite is observed when using temporal di"erence methods. A fixed, continuous

reward schedule in a TDRL Reinforcement model leads to a higher expected Q(·)
value than a partial or intermittent schedule and results in longer extinction times

for continuously rewarded behavior. This is in direct contradiction with observed

partial reinforcement e"ects in animals.

Using the modified Q-learning TDRL model, the PREE was consistently modeled
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through the same state ’splitting’ mechanism that was shown to o"er a more consis-

tent implementation of extinction behavior.

The simulation results demonstrated that the time to return to random action se-

lection increased proportionately with a decrease in the reward probability during

instrumental acquisition [Redish et al., 2007].

Capaldi and others have suggested that the PREE arises from the salient discrimina-

tion of conditional changes between acquisition and extinction [Capaldi, 1957, 1958,

Capaldi and Lynch, 1968, Capaldi and Birmingham, 1998]. Capaldi’s notion is consis-

tent with the extended model, in which the slowing of extinction occurred primarily

because the agent learned that non-rewarded conditions can occur during partial rein-

forcement. Subsequently, when reward was removed during the extinction condition,

it took longer to determine that the extinction condition had changed and required a

di"erent state representation. This lag between the actual extinction onset and state

‘splitting’ manifests as the partial reinforcement extinction e"ect.

The discrimination hypothesis [Domjan, 1998] is an early PREE theory suggesting

the onset of extinction is more immediately “noticeable” following a continuous rein-

forcement schedule than a partial one. In its simplest interpretation, the trigger for

the extinction response is the salient recognition of the (negative) change in reward

contingency. In accordance with the discrimination hypothesis, a partial reinforce-

ment schedule followed by period of continuous reinforcement should eliminate the

PREE, because the salience of extinction onset should be no di"erent than in the

continuous reinforcement only regime. This prediction was tested in the early 1960’s

and found not to be the case. A partially reinforced acquisition phase followed by full

reinforcement did not eliminate the PREE, thereby discrediting the discrimination

hypothesis [Jenkins, 1962, Theios, 1962].

The enhanced behavioral model is based on a slightly more nuanced version of the

discrimination hypothesis in which the intervening fully rewarded period would actu-

ally be determined by the agent to be a separate situation than the initial partially

rewarded condition. According to this view, extinction onset would cause an inter-

nal state shift back to the partial reinforcement expectation, restoring the basis for

the PREE. Given similar test conditions as [Jenkins, 1962, Theios, 1962], the en-

hanced Q-learning model should exhibit a stronger ability to discriminate between

fully-reinforced and extinction conditions than between the partially-reinforced and

extinction conditions, resulting in the restoration of the partial reinforcement extinc-
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tion e"ect following an intervening period of full reinforcement.

The enhanced model demonstrated the retention of the partial reinforcement ex-

tinction e"ect despite the inclusion of the full-reinforcement training regime prior

to extinction. This is in full agreement with the results established by [Jenkins,

1962, Theios, 1962]. The partially reinforced situation included unrewarded actions.

The fully-reinforced regime resulted in a new (state) outcome) association while the

memory of the partially reinforced situation was retained. At extinction onset, the as-

sociation more closely matches the partially-reinforced situation which was restored,

subsequently yielding the PREE behavior.

7.7 A proposed improved model of PREE

Although the extended Q-learning collaborative work demonstrated agreement with

general partial reinforcement e"ects, it remains inadequate in modeling the full e"ect.

Early PREE experiments showed that the partial reinforcement extinction e"ect is not

simply dependent on the mean reward contingency. Given a mean reward contingency

of 0.5, for example, extinction occurs much more rapidly for animals trained with

reward provided consistently on alternating reward cycles than those trained with

uniformly stochastic reward schedules [Capaldi, 1957, 1958].

Current models of PREE do not exhibit this behavior, including the extended Q-

learning model presented in [Redish et al., 2007]. The model is based on the same

learning framework that guided the construction of the ELPH passive sequence pre-

diction agent, however ELPH employs the Shannon entropy measure over the pre-

diction distribution, rather than the decreased expectation of reward, to trigger the

re-learning of state) outcome associations. Note that regularities in the reward

schedule (regardless of mean reward contingency) would be quickly discovered by the

ELPH algorithm.

If the discrimination hypothesis is reconsidered in light of context di"erentiation,

recognition of extinction occurs when an expected reward is witheld. Capaldi demon-

strated that this expectation is at least partially based on the predictable pattern of

reward and not simply the reward contingency [Capaldi, 1957, 1958].

Given the regular reinforcement patterns that Capaldi employed in his PREE ex-

periments, the ELPH algorithm could be utilized to learn the predictive nature of

those patterns rather than the frequency of reward. Using ELPH, if the learned pre-
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diction of reward following a reliable pattern is suddenly violated, the “salience” of

the missing reward could be quantitatively represented as proportional to the inverse

entropy measure of the learned hypothesis. Consistent with experimental results, this

method would provide increased salience when a highly predictive pattern is violated

(consistent reward, consistently patterned reward, etc.), resulting in immediate onset

of extinction e"ects. Similarly, when the pattern of reward is not consistent, ELPH

would produce a lower “salience” measure resulting in delayed extinction onset.

Modeling PREE in this way would be straightforward: Use the ELPH sequence pre-

diction approach to discover regularity (low entropy prediction) in the pattern of

reward contingency. When an expected reward fails to appear, the salience of the

missing reward event is determined by the current prediction entropy measure. Lower

values indicate high salience and greater extinction e"ect. Higher entropy values (un-

certain outcome) result in a less significant extinction reaction.

This observation suggests that the ELPH and modified Q-learning models might be

combined to provide a model of the partial reinforcement e"ect that is consistent with

Capaldi’s results. It further suggests that the recognition of regularity in sequences

is foundational in learning predictions

7.8 Summary

In summary, this chapter described a second model based on the axiomatic learning

framework that guided the construction of the ELPH algorithm. The intent of this

model was to better model behavioral learning in instrumental acquisition/extinction

paradigms. The algorithm is a modified version of Q-learning in which the ‘state

space’ is learned rather than provided a priori. States are di"erentiated when cur-

rent expectations of instrumental reward are violated, leading to an exploration of

alternate “explanations” for the “new reality” (no reward) based on contextual cue

changes. The simple hypothesis was that the emergent behavior of the model would

provide a better approximation to observed behavioral learning phenomena includ-

ing: instrumental extinction, reinstantiation and the partial reinforcement extinction

e"ects.

The results suggest that these extensions to the Q-learning algorithm provide both

a theoretical framework for thinking about instrumental acquisition and extinction

and a more accurate computational model of these behaviors.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

8.1 Conclusion and Future Directions

A basic premise suggested throughout this work is that human sequence learning and

prediction performance can be used to instruct the creation of more sophisticated

learning agents, and furthermore, that such models can be helpful in understanding

and predicting human learning performance.

Although the early results are encouraging, significant work remains to establish the

pruned hypothesis space approach as a viable machine learning method for the treat-

ment of time-series prediction and sequence learning in more challenging domains.

Additionally, the behavioral learning mechanism theories suggested here require fur-

ther exploration and validation.

As a foundational platform, this work represents early promising steps in a rich re-

search area that should be further explored and extended in a number of key areas:

• Performance in more complex domains

• Spatially complex context

• Biologically appropriate and behaviorally relevant context formation

• Meta context

• Further extension to instrumental learning models

• Abstraction and generalization
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• Theoretical foundations

• Human performance characterization

8.1.1 Extension of ELPH to more complex domains

The work reported here explored complexity primarily related to the stochastic prop-

erties of stationary and non-stationary processes with limited alphabets. Although 5

and 10 state quasi-stationary processes are challenging, the goal of interaction in the

physical world will demand high performance with processes that exhibit much more

complexity.

As the number of possible states increases, the growth in the space and the cor-

responding need for input data increases exponentially. For methods that rely on

exhaustive training data sets, this curse of dimensionality is problematic. The ELPH

algorithm, however, does not rely on exhaustive training data. The on-line experi-

ence of the observation stream provides all that can be known about a generating

process. If that stream contains predictive elements, they will be retained as a sparse

representation of what is important to ‘know’ about the process, regardless the size

of the (possible) space.

Further work remains to apply the basic pruned HSpace concept to increasingly com-

plex domains (speech recognition, music perception, etc.) and to extend the model

to handle larger alphabets and multiple contextual streams of data in parallel. Early

unreported work has already begun in the area of opponent modeling where ELPH-

like algorithms are being employed to make predictions of opponent behavior in more

complex games such as Poker.

With respect to increasingly sparse observation spaces, it was noted in a number

of early experiments with ELPH that a significant number of the hypotheses in the

HSpace represent patterns/predictions that have only occurred a single time. If these

are statistically rare, then it would make sense to prune them from the space based

on an aging algorithm. This extension is also behaviorally relevant. The behavioral

aspects of forgetting are also tied to the salience of the outcome which suggests

pruning based on both age and salience.
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8.1.2 Spatially complex context

Another challenging complexity area is represented by spatial context. The sensory

observations available to an organism can be viewed as a large n-dimensional feature

vector. At any point in time, many (if not most) of the elements of this feature

vector are non-salient and can be ignored. How animals accomplish this task remains

unknown. Similarly, perceptual elements also have spatial extent.

In the early ELPH experiments reported here, increasing spatial complexity was han-

dled in two di"erent ways. In the first and simplest method, a single alphabet symbol

is associated with a specific feature vector configuration. This has the benefit of

providing a single observation stream, however it comes at the expense of a greatly

expanded alphabet. A second method is to treat the elements of the spatial fea-

ture vector as independent observation streams and process them in parallel. Both

methods were employed by the Roshambo game playing agent where the observation

stream consisted of tuples: (ELPH play, opponent play). Each element of the tuple

was processed as an independent observation stream, while a third stream consisted

of the tuples taken as a combined single observation.

By treating the spatial elements independently, the ELPH algorithm can process a

large number of them in parallel. It is not known if this is how the parallel circuitry

of the brain is employed in sequence learning, but it is an attractive hypothesis that

needs further exploration.

If the independence assertion is dropped, the parallel mechanism of ELPH can be

exploited via expansion of the various combinations of spatial elements. This is

similar to the initial temporal expansion that was described earlier. Although the

number of combinations grows exponentially, each can be handled in parallel. The

various spatial configurations can be learned, evaluated for predictive quality and

pruned in the same fashion as the temporal context configurations.

This is a challenging, but promising area of research.

8.1.3 Biologically appropriate and behaviorally relevant context forma-

tion

To formulate predictive hypotheses, the ELPH algorithm employs a context identifi-

cation strategy that forms all possible combinations of the 7 most recent observations.

Although this method is exhaustive and attractive from a theoretical standpoint, it
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is very unlikely that humans or other animals utilize such a strategy.

As discussed earlier, an interesting one-shot learning anomaly occurs when human

ICD patients experience the inappropriate delivery of a defibrillator shock. The choice

of “causal” factors that the patient identifies is often based on elements that are not

truly causal (drinking co"ee, descending stairs, etc.), however the choices have some

degree of relevance. For example, patients do not identify the day of the week or the

amount of sunshine as factors leading to a shock. Similar behavior is observed in

the widespread formation of superstitious belief, and may underlie belief formation

in general. At some level, it appears that both plausibility and salience are used in

combination to filter the candidate pool of possible causal factors.

The reasons ICD patients choose one perceived ‘causal’ factor over another are not

understood, and the physiological mechanism by which one observation is considered

relevant while others are rejected also remains a mystery. This suggests further re-

search investigations to better understand the choice mechanisms used to establish

causal associations as well as improve the performance of the ELPH approach in a

behaviorally relevant way.

The ELPH algorithm could be extended with a mechanism that is able to filter out

unrelated observations and identify a much smaller subset of candidate observations.

At this time, such a mechanism has not been formulated and should be the focus of

future work.

8.1.4 Meta context

The ELPH algorithm leveraged Miller’s early psychophysical results to select a short

term memory bound of 7 elements. However, the question remains as to how longer

chains of events are learned. For example, how are humans able to recite an entire

musical piece or long poem? If 7 ± 2 elements represents the measured upper limit

on short term memory, clearly additional spatio-temporal learning mechanisms are

employed.

One suggestion is that short (i.e. less than 7 element) sequences are ‘coalesced’ into

single elements in their own right. In this way, additional short-term and longer term

structures can be incorporated in a hierarchical fashion. Highly predictive elements

can be formed into chains of predictive ‘sequences’ which can be subsequently treated

as single elements in their own right.
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8.1.5 Further extension of ELPH in instrumental learning models.

As demonstrated, the basic elements of the ELPH algorithm have already inspired an

extended version of the Q-learning algorithm that exhibits performance more consis-

tent with instrumental acquisition and extinction results in animals.

It has been suggested that the sequence learning capability of the basic ELPH algo-

rithm can be exploited to better model the partial reinforcement extinction e"ects

noted by Capaldi. Additionally, further work should be undertaken to more fully

understand how predictability and outcome valuation drive the definition of salience

and the selection of context in reinforcement models.

8.1.6 Abstraction and generalization.

The ELPH algorithm operates in a way that can be loosely described as “overfitting

followed by refinement”. Each context-outcome association is learned and retained

until proven superfluous. The entropy measure of the associated outcome distribution

allows outliers to highly predictive rules without sacrificing performance. However,

the ability to generalize to unseen situations is not currently provided in the algorithm.

The ability to classify/abstract similar sequences from the information contained in

the HSpace also needs to be explored. A method for identifying structural similar-

ity together with observation similarity should be defined. One possibility involves

clustering context according to temporal structure. For example, if the action drop

occurs in the context of holding-ball, then identifying the temporal aspects of ac-

tion drop would imply a similar outcome for another object through a pure symbolic

replacement strategy.

8.1.7 Theoretical Foundations.

It was hypothesized that ELPH will naturally form an upper bound on the growth of

the Hypothesis Space based on the information content of the observation sequences.

Early results support this notion, however a formal demonstration that this result

holds for more complex domains needs to be undertaken. Future theoretical work

will establish the bound on the growth of hypothesis space based on complexity of

alphabet, entropy/statistics of underlying sequence distribution, entropy threshold

constant, etc.
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8.1.8 Human performance characterization.

The creation of the ELPH algorithm was driven by the observation of human behavior

relative to existing machine learning models. Regardless how much more “lifelike”

the performance of ELPH may be, a better quantitative baseline for direct human

performance comparison is needed.

Although there is a significant body of work on the human perception of random-

ness, surprisingly little work exists in the literature regarding human learning perfor-

mance with sequences generated by stochastic processes as opposed to deterministic

sequences.

In addition, little has been done with respect to understanding how (or if) humans

utilize this perception to a"ect learning in general and sequence learning in particular.

In laboratory settings, humans can implicitly (and unconsciously) learn regularities

that are predictive of the occurrence of a member of the sequence. However, very

little of the human sequence learning literature is relevant to the questions:

• How quickly can humans adapt to changing predictor reliability?

• How many examples do observers need to learn a predictive relationship?

• How much predictor ambiguity can people tolerate (e.g. many patterns predict

same event)?;

• How many distinct predictors can be successfully used by the human observer?;

• Can observers learn Poisson variable rate processes? And what are the limits

for this learning? (01001000100001...)

It is also unclear if humans use entropy, or an entropy-like measure, to decide on the

relative certainty of outcomes given short-term histories.

A series of experiments is suggested that would probe the boundaries of human per-

formance with respect to sequence learning and prediction to provide a direct baseline

for further performance analysis of the ELPH algorithm or similar methods.
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8.2 Concluding Remarks

This work reports a significant body of early results on a novel approach to biologi-

cally plausible learning mechanisms. Although much of the rationale for the design

of the ELPH algorithm and subsequent work in behavioral models was inspired by

animal learning observations in “real-world” settings, much remains to be done to

characterize and develop this approach in the more challenging and complex physical

world.

Beginning with the observation that a number of observed behavioral learning phe-

nomena present a challenge to current machine learning methods, it was postulated

that employing a small number of simple principles would yield emergent learning

behavior more closely resembling the complex characteristics of animals.

The principles involve:

• The formation of causal context in hindsight following salient events.

• Retention of only those context" outcome associations that prove consistently

predictive.

• Abandonment of context" outcome associations that are poorly predictive.

A straightforward algorithm was devised around these principles that used the no-

tion of outcome distribution entropy to measure the predictive “quality” of the

context"outcome associations. The ELPH algorithm was shown to model the one-

shot learning behavior seen in animals and to quickly learn predictive context"outcome

rules. The algorithm also proved e"ective in quickly adapting to non-stationary en-

vironment changes, using the increasing entropy of existing “rules” to abandon those

that no longer e"ectively modeled the dynamics of the new environment.

ELPH was also shown to model the matching-law of statistical bias as measured in

human prediction experiments.

A second model based on these same principles demonstrated the emergent behavioral

learning characteristics of extinction and subsequent renewal of instrumental action

in a reward-driven environment. This model also demonstrated the previously un-

modeled behavioral phenomenon of the Partial Reinforcement Extinction E"ect.
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In summary, this is a promising and rich area of research that holds the promise of

better understanding the mechanisms underlying animal learning and the construc-

tion of more sophisticated machine learning methods capable of adaptive performance

in complex, dynamic settings.
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